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Izvleček
Čeprav je že skoraj stoletje, odkar je bil alfa ritem prvič zaznan v elektroencefalo-
grafskem (EEG) signalu med spontano možgansko aktivnostjo, je njegova funkcijska
vloga še vedno slabo poznana. Nedavni razvoj na področju sočasnih meritev z EEG
in funkcijsko magnetno resonančnim slikanjem (fMRI), ki obsega tako postopek za-
jemanja podatkov kot tudi obdelavo signalov, je omogočil raziskave korelacij med
funkcijskim signalom BOLD (angl. blood oxygen level dependent) in alfa ritmom.
Največ literature poroča o raziskavah korelacij med signalom BOLD in alfa močjo
na podlagi podatkov večjega števila osebkov, ki so potrebni za doseganje večje
funkcijske občutljivosti pri EEG-fMRI pri 1,5 in 3T. Namen te magistrske naloge
je bil, da določimo učinkovitost EEG-fMRI pri 7T za raziskave korelacij med sig-
nalom BOLD in alfa ritmom na nivoju posameznega osebka pri prostorski ločljivosti
1,5mm. Zaradi povečanega zanimanja za BOLD funkcijske povezave, smo se osre-
dotočili še na raziskave statične in dinamične povezljivosti ter na korelacije slednje z
alfa ritmom. Analizirali in optimizirali smo različne pristope za korekcijo popačitev
signalov EEG in za določitev časovno odvisne moči v frekvenčnem območju alfa
ritma. Alfa korelacije s signalom BOLD smo določili s pomočjo že uveljavljene
metode splošnega linearnega modela (angl. general linear model), medtem ko smo
alfa korelacije z BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo določili po metodi pomičnega okna
(angl. sliding-window approach). Raziskali smo funkcijsko vlogo tako možganskih
struktur skorje kot globlje ležečih predelov, vključno z jedri talamusa. Rezultati
kažejo, da smo lahko signifikantne in konsistentne korelacije alfa ritma s signalom
BOLD pri 7T zaznali za vsak osebek pri le 4-minutni meritvi. Predeli, ki smo jih
zaznali, sovpadajo z rezultati prejšnjih raziskav pri nižjih poljih in z večjim številom
con spontane možganske aktivnosti. Dodatne študije pri 7T z daljšim in hitre-
jšim zajemanjem podatkov bi lahko dale dodatne informacije o dinamiki spontanih
nevrovaskularnih možganskih povezavah.
Ključne besede: sočasni EEG in fMRI, korekcija popačitev signala EEG,
BOLD funkcijska povezljivost, alfa ritem, korelacije BOLD
PACS: 87

Abstract
Although it has been almost a century since alpha rhythms were first observed in
electroencephalography (EEG) signals during resting state, the functional role of
alpha is still poorly understood. Advances in simultaneous EEG and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data acquisition and data analysis have en-
abled the study of the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) correlates of alpha
rhythms at rest, but observations remain limited in spatial specificity and are most
often restricted to a subject group level, due to limited functional sensitivity. In this
work, the feasibility of simultaneous EEG-fMRI at 7T for the study of resting-state
patterns is investigated. Exploring the increased BOLD-fMRI sensitivity achieved
at this field strength, the BOLD signal correlates of EEG posterior alpha oscilla-
tions were estimated at a single-subject level, with 1.5mm isotropic resolution. In
addition, given the increased interest in BOLD functional connectivity, both static
and dynamic connectivity were studied, and their coupling with alpha fluctuations
was investigated as well. Multiple approaches for EEG artefact correction and al-
pha power estimation were compared and optimized, and the resulting regressors
were correlated with BOLD signals through general linear model analysis, whereas
BOLD functional connectivity correlates were based on a sliding-window approach.
Both cortical and deeper brain structures were considered, including thalamic nu-
clei. Our results demonstrate that significant and consistent BOLD signal correlates
of posterior alpha rhythms can be captured at 7T, on a single-subject level and from
only 4 min of resting state data. The regions detected were consistent with previ-
ous studies at lower fields, as well as with several well-known resting-state networks
identified with data-based methods from the fMRI data. Future studies at 7T, with
longer acquisitions and potentially faster data sampling, are likely to lead to further
insights into the dynamics of neurovascular brain interactions at rest.
Keywords: simultaneous EEG-fMRI, EEG artefact correction, BOLD
functional connectivity, alpha rhythm, BOLD correlates
PACS: 87
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and outline of chapters
According to neuroscientist and Nobel Laureate Gerald Edelman (2005), “the hu-
man brain is the most physically complex object in the known universe”. Hence, it
comes as logical that a single brain imaging technique cannot decipher the func-
tioning of the human brain on the basis of a single observable. Among the different
measurement modalities such as computerized tomography (CT), positron emis-
sion tomography (PET), (functional) magnetic resonance imaging ((f)MRI), opti-
cal imaging, electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG) and
functional transcranial Doppler sonography, in particular the integration of EEG and
fMRI has gained much interest in the last two decades as they have complementary
performance [1]. First, EEG has high temporal resolution (better than milliseconds
range compared to fMRI seconds range), whereas fMRI has good spatial resolution
(millimeter range) and gives signal from the whole brain volume including deeper
brain structures (thalamus, hippocampus,...) contrary to EEG that is restricted to
cortical sources. Second, EEG is a more direct measure of neuronal activity, whereas
fMRI provides an indirect measure through metabolic and hemodynamic changes.
The most common approach of combining EEG and fMRI is asymmetric inte-
gration in the temporal domain for the analysis of fMRI signal correlates of brain
activity captured by EEG, also called EEG-informed fMRI prediction [1]. This ap-
proach requires that the same brain phenomenon is measured with both modalities.
Although some event-related brain activity due to controlled tasks or stimuli allow
for separate EEG and fMRI acquisition, unpredictable events such as spontaneous
brain rhythms and epileptic brain activity require simultaneous EEG-fMRI mea-
surements. Brain rhythms such as alpha rhythm have been observed in EEG as
early as 1924 by Hans Berger [2] but their origin and functional role remains an
open question. This is partly due to the fact that despite the benefits offered by
simultaneous EEG-fMRI, interactions between the two modalities can lead to large
data degradation (e.g. EEG artefacts during MRI data acquisition) [1]. However,
with developments in equipment and data analysis, as well as increasing number
of resting state fMRI data, a large number of studies published in the last decade
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have contributed to the investigation of this puzzling phenomenon.
However, to study the important role of small brain structures such as thalamic nu-
clei (sub-millimeter to millimeter size) in the generation of brain rhythms, as well as
to assess individual variability related to the generators of rhythms, single-subject
1
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fMRI studies at ultra-high fields (> 3T) are required that offer higher functional
sensitivity. Given that the feasibilty of simultaneous EEG-fMRI at 7T has not yet
been explored for the study of fMRI correlates of brain rhythms at rest, the main
motif of this master thesis is to explore its potential for the study of alpha correlates
at a single-subject level.
The outline of this thesis is as follows: the following sections introduce EEG
and fMRI as brain imaging techniques. In particular, the signal generators, physi-
cal principles of both techniques and measurement principles are presented. Next,
findings and strategies related to experimental design and data analysis used for
simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies are described, as well as resting state fMRI. The
theoretical part and literature review are followed by a description of the goals of
the thesis, as well as the approaches used. Chapter 2, 3 and 4 give the methods used
in the study, results and their discussion. The thesis is summarized by the main
findings of the presented research and outlooks in chapter 5. The main body of the
thesis is followed by an extended abstract in Slovene.
1.2 EEG
1.2.1 Generators of EEG signal
Upon the excitation of a large population of neurons, electric and magnetic field
changes are generated in the extracellular space. The former can be recorded as
local field potentials (LFP) with electrodes at a short distance from the source
(local EEG or LFP), from the cortical surface (electrocorticogram) or from the
scalp (EEG), whereas the latter are recorded with MEG with squid sensors that are
sensitive to changes in the weak neuronal magnetic fields [8].
When a neuron is at rest, there is an excess concentration of Na+ and Ca2+ ions in
the extracellular space and an excess concentration of K+ in the intracellular space,
which leads to a negative resting transmembrane potential of around -70mV (see
figure 1.1). This is provided by ion-selective permeable membrane (ion channels) as
well as energy-requiring ion pumps such as Na/K pump (Na-K-ATPase) that move
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Figure 1.1: Neural activity generated by a specific distribution and transport of
Na+, K+ and Ca2+ ions [9].
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ions towards and against concentration gradient, respectively [10]. The excitation
of a neuron triggers time varying ionic currents through the ion channels at the
membrane, which lead to two forms of neural signaling [8]:
• electrical signaling along the axon, which generates a fast depolarization of
the axon membrane - action potential and
• chemical signaling at the synapses, which generates a slower change in the
postsynaptic membrane potential - postsynaptic potential.
Electrical signaling is triggered due to voltage-dependent ionic conductances of Na+
and K+, whereas chemical signaling is mediated by several neurotransmitters. The
latter are released from the presynaptic neuron and bind to the postsynaptic re-
ceptors upon the influx of Ca2+ that is triggered by the incoming action potential.
Depending on the type of neurotransmitter, postsynaptic potential can be either
excitatory, which may trigger an action potential, or inhibitory [9].
In order to record electric potentials due to neural activity at the scalp, a large
population of neurons (> 10.000) must work in synchrony. This is the case of pyrami-
dal neurons that have their dendrites parallel to each other and perpendicular to the
cortical sheet [11]. On the other hand, their axons are more randomly distributed,
which cancels out ionic currents due to action potential [10]. Hence, the main con-
tribution to the scalp EEG signal comes from summed excitatory and inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials that generate electric dipoles and a measurable potential
difference at the scalp of typical magnitude < 100µV [8].
A major challenge in EEG is neuronal source reconstruction from the measured
electrical potential at the scalp since the inverse problem is ill-posed and has no
unique solution. Therefore, assumptions about the source model are required, where
a current dipole is a good model for event related potentials and epileptic spikes, but
is not adequate for source localization of spontaneous brain rhythms that originate
from larger cortical areas [8]. Besides the assumptions about the source model,
volume conduction through the brain, cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp have to
be taken into account in source reconstruction, where individual subject’s MRI
image can serve as a volume conduction model. It is worth mentioning that the
reconstruction of cortico-scalp signal transfer is more challenging in the case of EEG
compared to MEG since different electric conductivities affect the electric fields much
more than magnetic fields. To overcome the EEG source reconstruction problem,
combined EEG-fMRI can be used, where fMRI serves for source localization.
1.2.2 EEG instrumentation and recording
An EEG system consists of electrodes, amplifiers with appropriate filters and a
recording device. Commonly used scalp electrodes consist of Ag-AgCl disks, 1 to
3mm in diameter [12]. Since Ag-AgCl electrodes are non-ferromagnetic, they are
also suitable for simultaneous EEG-fMRI measurements. For research applications,
where high-density arrays of electrodes are used, electrodes are usually embedded
into a cap and placed according to the internationally standardized 10–20 electrode
placement system. The “10” and “20” refer to the 10% or 20% interelectrode dis-
tance compared to the total front-back or right-left distance of the skull. Electrode
locations are labeled according to the brain lobes - F (frontal), T (temporal), P
(posterior), O (occipital) and additionally C (central) location, whereas additional
electrodes are added using the 10% division. Electrode placement and labeling of 64
3
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2: a) A typical electrode layout and channel assignment for 64 electrodes
according to the 10-20 system [13]. b) Schematic representation of the four brain
lobes that define the channel assignment [10].
electrodes (the same number was used in our study) according to the 10-20 system
is shown in figure 1.2, together with a shematic presentation of the four brain lobes.
1.2.3 Spontaneous brain rhythms
Simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies have been used to map brain regions that are
responsible for the following electrophysiological phenomena: rhythmic activity,
epileptic activity and event-related activity resulting from cognitive, sensory or mo-
tor stimuli. By giving a particularly important role to event-related activity, the
understanding of brain cognitive processes has advanced largely since the beginning
of combined EEG-fMRI studies. On the other hand, the function of brain rhythms
in the mammalian cerebral cortex has long remained unresolved [14]. Nevertheless,
new experimental evidence support the idea that brain oscillations influence the
emergence of cognitive functions [11]. Since spontaneous brain activity is the focus
of the thesis, it will be devoted a more detailed description. Information on epileptic
and event-related activity can be found in e.g. [15].
The power spectrum of a typical EEG signal follows a power law distribution,
i.e. P (log(f)) ∝ f−β (0 < β < 4) with additional peaks referring to rhythmic
activity. The latter is characterized by fairly well-defined spectral peaks of strength
that exceeds the background noise about 2.5–10 times [15] and can be classified
according to table 1.1.
One interesting fact is that the same spectral characteristics and mechanisms
of brain rhythms have been preserved in all mammalian brains [17]. It has been
hypothesized that brain rhythms share a special functional role in synchronizing the
activity from smaller and larger populations of neurons in brain micro- and macro-
networks, respectively. In general, lower oscillatory frequencies (< 13Hz) tend to
engage large spatial domains of the cortex and take a role in gating information flow
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Table 1.1: Classification of brain rhythms and their location in the brain [8, 11, 16].
Band Frequency Brain location Properties
Delta 0.2–4Hz frontally in
adults, posteri-
orly in children
appears during deep stage 3 of
NREM sleep, rhythm of highest
amplitude
Theta 4–8Hz locations not re-
lated to task and
hand
present during meditative,
drowsy, or sleeping states, but
not during the deepest stages of
sleep
Alpha 8–12Hz occipital lobe,
primary visual
cortex
highest when relaxed awake with
eyes closed
Beta 12–30Hz motor cortex present during normal waking
consciousness, associated with
active, busy, or anxious thinking
and active concentration
Gamma 30–90Hz somatosensory
cortex
at large scales. In particular, theta and alpha rhythms play a role in modulating
information transfer from hippocampus to the cortex and thalamus to the cortex,
respectively [11]. On the other hand, higher frequencies of beta and gamma are
locally more restricted and play a crucial role in the formation of perception and
memory.
Studies on monkeys and dogs show that the cortical generators of alpha oscilla-
tions are mainly pyramidal neurons of visual cortical layer IV/V that work in syn-
chrony [11]. However, besides the intracortical connectivity, cortico-thalamo-cortical
loops also contribute to the generation of alpha oscillations, with the involvement of
visual thalamus - the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and pulvinar [8]. Moreover,
these loops not only contribute to alpha generation, but also modulate the intracor-
tical synchronization. A particular functional role in facilitating the transmission
of information across the visual network has recently been observed in monkeys for
pulvinar [18].
Although the alpha rhythm has been long believed to be an “idling” state of
the brain [11], recent studies show that higher cognitive functions are modulated
by alpha oscillation. A direct α − γ phase coupling has been observed between
alpha oscillating in deeper cortical layers and gamma oscillating at superficial layers
of the visual cortex [19]. Thus, based on the finding of Saalmann et al. [18],
pulvinar-controlled alpha modulation of gamma oscillations opposes the common
understanding that cognitive functions are restricted to the cortex only.
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1.3 fMRI
1.3.1 Neurovascular coupling and BOLD signal
fMRI provides an indirect measure of neuronal activity through glucose metabolism
and hemodynamics. Upon neural signaling, cellular energy (ATP) is required to
maintain and restore ionic gradients with ion pumps, as well as to uptake and
repack neurotransmitters at the synapses. The latter is the most energy requiring
process, with major metabolic changes appearing in adjacent astrocytes with the
uptake of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate [9].
As ATP is not stored in the brain it has to be synthesized by glucose metabolism.
Taking into account that 90% of glucose metabolism is oxidative [20], a supply of
both glucose and oxygen has to be provided by an increase in cerebral blood flow.
However, the increase in blood flow and glucose metabolism by far exceed the utiliza-
tion of oxygen [9, 21]. This leads to a net increase in the amount of oxygen in the
venous blood system and thus increased concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin
(HbO2) compared to the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin (dHb). Taking into
account that HbO2 and dHb exhibit different magnetic properties (HbO2 is dia-
magnetic, whereas dHb is strongly paramagnetic [22]), increased concentration of
HbO2 will decrease magnetic susceptibility variations around blood vessels and thus
decrease the T2* relaxation effect as discussed later. This is the basis for a positive
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal due to neuronal activation. Note, how-
ever, that the the variations in T2* that give rise to BOLD signal are more directly
dependent on the local concentration of dHb, not HbO2.
However, after neural activation BOLD signal does not increase instantaneously.
Figure 1.3: A typical hemodynamic response function of BOLD signal following a
stimulus [1].
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A typical time course of the signal that follows an instantaneous stimulus is called
the hemodynamic response function (HRF) and is presented in figure 1.3. At high
field strengths an initial decrease in signal intensity (initial dip) can sometimes be
observed, due to rapid deoxygenation of capillary blood and increased blood volume
of draining veins [9, 21]. The initial dip is followed by a positive BOLD response
that lasts for about 5–10 s, when deoxygenation and increase in blood flow stop.
For the remaining time (up to 30 s), there is a signal undershoot. The origin of this
undershoot is assumed to appear due to more slowly resolving blood volume after
activation [1, 23]. However, the coupling of these hemodynamic changes to neuronal
activity are still questionable and were tried to be elucidated by coupled EEG-fMRI
studies [24]. Moreover, the mechanism of so-called negative BOLD effect (assumed to
be accompanied with a decrease in blood flow due to decrease in neuronal activity) [1]
and a varying hemodynamic response function among different brain regions are
additional aspects that remain poorly explained.
1.3.2 Physics of MRI
In fMRI, the signal that is imaged comes from magnetic moments of water protons in
brain tissue 1. Since the 1H nucleus (a proton) has a spin of 1/2 and thus a magnetic
moment, it exhibits Zeeman interaction when placed in a stationary magnetic field
B0 = B0eˆz that can be described by Hamiltonian
HˆZ = −µB0 = −γ~B0Iz, (1.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (for proton, γ = 26.8 · 107 1/Ts), ~ is the Planck
constant divided by 2pi and Iz is the z-component of the spin vector. Zeeman inter-
action removes the two-fold degeneracy of proton spin states and the corresponding
energy difference is
∆E = γ~B0, (1.2)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. In thermal equilibrium, the populations of lower
n− and higher n+ energy states follow the Boltzmann distribution with a small
population bias towards the lower energy state, i.e. n+/n− = e−∆E/kT . This gives
rise to a net macroscopic magnetization, which is parallel toB0 and of magnitude [9]
M = µ(n+ − n−) ∝ n+
n−
− 1 ≈ ∆E
kT
∝ B0
T
. (1.3)
To allow for signal detection of magnetization, a time dependent change in mag-
netization has to be produced by perturbing M from its equilibrium so that it
experiences a torque and starts to precess about B0 according to [25]
dM
dt
= M × ω0, (1.4)
where ω0 refers to the Larmor frequency and is given by
ω0 = γB0. (1.5)
1 Other biologically relevant nuclei such as 12C and 16O have zero spin, whereas their isotopes
13C and 17O, as well as 31P with a nonzero zero spin constitute only a small percent of the total
abundance. Moreover, the gyromagnetic ratio that defines the magnitude of the MRI signal is the
largest for proton (γ = 26.8 · 107 1/Ts).
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Figure 1.4: Schematic presentation of the nuclear magnetic resonance effect with
the three phases of magnetization excitation, precession and detection.
According to quantum mechanics, the energy required to tilt M from equilibrium
has to match the spin excitation energy E = ~ω0 (1.2,1.5). As Larmor frequency
for proton is ω0/2pi = 42.6MHz (at B0 = 1T), spin excitation is performed with
radio frequency (RF) pulses. In MRI, RF pulses are generated using RF excitation
coils that are driven at ω0 with a sinusoidal voltage that generates a time varying
magnetic fieldB1 in the xy-plane [25]. The flip angle ofM is defined by the strength
of generated magnetic field in the coil as well as the duration of the pulse t, and
equals θ = γB1t. After spin excitation, the magnitude of the transverse component
Mxy is being measured by the generated signal in the receiver coil that oscillates at
ω0 and decays away according to [21]
S(t) = S0 e
−t/T2∗ cosω0t, (1.6)
where T2∗ refers to spin-spin relaxation constant described below. A schematic
presentation of the nuclear magnetic resonance effect is presented in figure 1.4.
After perturbation,M gradually dephases and returns to equilibrium due to the
interactions of proton nuclei with themselves and and with other surrounding nuclei
and molecules. In general,M decays through two relaxation processes referred to as
T1 and T2 relaxation [21]. As can be seen from figure 1.5, T1 relaxation accounts for
the recovery of the longitudinal magnetization Mz to equilibrium according to [21]
dMz
dt
= −Mz −M0
T1
. (1.7)
The process is accompanied by the change in protons spin energy states due
to spin interaction with randomly fluctuating magnetic moments of neighbouring
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Figure 1.5: Presentation of T1 and T2 nuclear relaxation. The red vector refers
to the magnetization, whereas gray vectors present proton magnetic moments. Al-
though not presented, the exponential decay law refers also to T2* relaxation, how-
ever, with a different time constant.
molecules (spin-lattice interaction). As the interactions will be stronger when the
rate of molecular motion is close to the Larmor frequency, T1 depends greatly on
the used magnetic field strength and tissue composition.
However, for fMRI, T2 relaxation and especially T2* relaxation are of primary
importance. As evident from figure 1.5, T2 relaxation is responsible for the decay
of transverse magnetization Mxy due to nuclear dipolar interactions among proton
magnetic moments of which frequency randomly fluctuates around Larmor frequency
(spin-spin interaction). T2* relaxation also describes the decay ofMxy, but contrary
to T2 relaxation also includes effects of inhomogeneities in the static magnetic field
induced by local changes in magnetic susceptibility. Those changes include both
macroscopic variations in magnetic susceptibility due to the proximity of air cavities
in human head, as well as microscopic variations due to the proximity of blood
vessels. The latter is mostly responsible for the generation of BOLD signal. All
effects that contribute to the decay of Mxy are taken into account in T2* relaxation
according to [21]
1
T2∗
=
1
T2
+ γ 〈∆Bmi〉+ γ 〈∆Bma〉 , (1.8)
where ∆Bmi and ∆Bma refer to magnetic field inhomogeneities due to microscopic
and macroscopic variations in magnetic susceptibility, respectively, and 〈∆B〉 =√〈
(B − 〈∆B〉)2〉. The corresponding equation that defines the decay of Mxy due
to T2* relaxation is given by [21]
dMxy
dt
= −Mxy
T2∗
. (1.9)
It is worth mentioning that the effects of field inhomogeneities can be eliminated
by using a specific pulse sequence called spin-echo. However, as BOLD signal is
primarily generated by the T2* relaxation effects, fMRI typically employs a gradient-
echo pulse sequence, where the signal decays as given by equation (1.6).
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Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of MRI hardware (a) and presentation of slice selec-
tion with RF excitation pulse and gradient in z-direction Gz [21].
1.3.3 MRI image generation
Besides the superconducting magnet that generates a static magnetic field strength
of 1.5–3T and RF excitation/receiver coils, gradient coils of a typical strength 25–
40mT/m are used to generate three magnetic field gradients (Gx, Gy, Gz) across the
bore of the magnet, which allows for spatial localization (see figure 1.6a). Linearly
varying gradients produce local variations in the magnetic field and thus in the
Larmor frequency of spins according to [21]
ω(r) = γB0 + γGr. (1.10)
A gradient in z-direction (constructed as a Maxwell pair of coils) in combination
with an RF excitation pulse with a narrow bandwidth (∆ω) serves to excite protons
within a certain slice. As can be seen from figure 1.6b the centre position of the
slice is adjusted by the carrier frequency of the pulse, whereas the slice thickness is
determined by the duration of the pulse envelope and the gradient field strength [21].
For further localization within the slice, a phase encoding gradient Gy is used to
further separate the signals from different positions along the y-axis, whereas a
readout gradient Gx is used to produce variation in Larmor frequency along the
x-axis [9]. By an appropriate sequence of pulses, a 2D or 3D image is generated
by means of the Fourier imaging method with data acquisition in the k-space [21].
Neglecting the contribution of the static magnetic field and coil sensitivity profiles,
the signal from spins at position r (with constant gradient) follows [21]
S(t) =
∫
ρ(r)eiγGrtdr =
∫
ρ(r)eikrdr = S(k), (1.11)
where k ≡ γGt and ρ(r) refers to density of spins at location r. From equation 1.11
it is evident that the signal being measured is exactly the inverse Fourier transform
of the spin density. Hence, once the data is acquired in k-space, the spin density
can be reconstructed using Fourier transform.
To navigate through each point in k-space a particular pulse sequence is em-
ployed, where the magnitude and duration of the gradients are being manipulated
with Gx and Gy, respectively. However, to capture the fast changes in signal due
to neural activation as well as to preserve the T2* relaxation effects, an ultra-fast
gradient-echo imaging technique echo planar imaging (EPI) is typically used in
10
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Figure 1.7: Pulse sequence and corresponding k-representation for gradient-echo
EPI. Between successive inversions of readout gradient Gx, short Gy pulses (blips)
are applied to move along ky-direction [21].
fMRI. In the case of 2D multi-slice gradient-echo EPI, only one RF pulse is ap-
plied per slice, which is then followed by a series of gradient echoes produced by
successive switching of Gx and Gy gradients as shown in figure 1.7. A particular
spatial and temporal resolution, as well as BOLD contrast are achieved by manip-
ulating the voxel size, the time to repeat whole brain volume scans (TR), the time
to gradient echo sequence centre (TE) and the flip angle of the initial RF pulse.
Optimal TE is found to be at TE ≈ T2* (TE = 50ms at 1.5T and TE = 30ms at
3T) [1]. Thus, the fast decaying signal limits the spatial resolution of the EPI image
and as a compromise, an in-plane resolution of 3–4mm in combination with a slice
thickness of 5–10mm is used. On the other hand, to meet the required temporal
resolution of BOLD response (see the following section), whole volume scans are
typically obtained using TR = 2–4 s [21].
Apart from 2D multi-slice gradient-echo EPI describes above, 2D multi-slice spin-
echo EPI and 3D EPI can be used. In 3D EPI, the slice selection gradient is replaced
with a second phase encoding gradient, which enables whole volume excitation by
a single RF pulse. Thus, faster scanning can be achieved but at the same time also
additional image blurring is introduced [21]. 2D multi-slice spin-echo EPI works
similarly as gradient-echo EPI with the main difference that an additional 180◦ pulse
is applied prior to the gradient echo train. Thus, the signal follows a T2 relaxation
decay, which eliminates the predominant extravascular BOLD component from large
draining veins. Thus, spin-echo EPI on one hand increases spatial resolution, but on
the other hand has much smaller BOLD sensitivity and suffers from reduced volume
coverage relative to gradient-echo EPI at typical T2* values [21, 26]. Additionally,
it is also less SAR (specific absorption rate)-friendly because of the 180◦ pulses.
1.3.4 Acquisition and analysis of fMRI data
fMRI studies can be classified as cognitive- or stimulus-induced fMRI (i-fMRI) and
resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI), where both use different data acquisition and analysis.
i-fMRI aims to map brain areas involved in certain brain functions, characterized
by increased activity upon performing a cognitive task or receiving a stimulus. On
the other hand, rs-fMRI measures synchronous activation among spatially distinct
11
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brain regions that occurs in the absence of a task or stimulus. In other words, i-
fMRI is more related to the study of functional responses, whereas rs-fMRI measures
functional fluctuations.
Contrary to rs-fMRI, i-fMRI requires a well-planed stimulus presentation using
either block design or event-related design paradigm. Block design uses long alter-
nating periods (30 s) of discrete cognitive states (e.g. ‘rest’ and ‘active’), whereas in
event-related designs, data are acquired sequentially after discrete stimuli and thus
allows for more realistic conditions [21].
Both i-fMRI and rs-fMRI require the following data preprocessing steps [21]:
• reconstruction of raw k-space data into images,
• slice-timing correction (accounts for time difference between 2D slice acquisi-
tion within a volume),
• motion correction (alignment of volumes by rigid-body transformations – trans-
lation and rotation),
• artefact removal due to:
– head motion generated by respiratory or cardiac cycles,
– image distortions near air cavities,
• spatial and temporal filtering to reduce noise level,
• registration to a common space (template) in the case of multi-subject analysis.
After the preprocessing steps, statistical inference is applied to the data to assess
functional activity and connectivity. In i-fMRI, general linear model (GLM) analysis,
also known as multiple regression, is the most widely used technique. It is a model-
based analysis performed on a voxel-basis, thus univariate approach. Here, the
precise timing of stimulus serves as a regressor that is convolved with a model of
HRF. By fitting the model to the measured BOLD signal and by applying a t-test,
voxels of high correlation can be classified as ‘active’. Another approach is based on
a multivariate model-free analysis with independent component analysis (ICA) that
is typically employed in rs-fMRI 2. For rs-fMRI, additional techniques, described in
the following section, have been proposed to assess functional connectivity.
1.4 Resting state fMRI functional connectivity
Functional connectivity (FC) applies to both rs-fMRI and i-fMRI, as well as to
other neuroimaging techniques, and can refer to correlation across subjects, ses-
sions, blocks or individual time points [27]. However, resting-state FC implies to
correlation between BOLD time series across brain regions [28].
1.4.1 Resting-state networks
It was Biswal et al. (1995) [29] who first observed spontaneous fluctuations of
low frequency (0.01–0.1Hz) in the BOLD signal when the brain was at rest, i.e.
when the patient did not perform any explicit task. They concluded it is a man-
ifestation of FC of the brain. However, the early use of rs-fMRI was approached
with skepticism, as it was believed that spontaneous BOLD fluctuations were due
to respiratory and cardiovascular fluctuations. This idea was gradually discarded
2 A detail description of both GLM and ICA is given in appendix A
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Figure 1.8: Ten well-matched pairs of networks between resting state fMRI data
(RSN) and BrainMap task-activated fMRI database (BM). Spatial maps refer to
z statistic images and were detected using ICA. Network 420 refers to the default
mode network [33].
when discovering that a focused mental task accounted for less than 5% of all en-
ergy consumption [30]. Moreover, further rs-fMRI studies identified some intrinsic
resting-state networks (RSNs) that are characterized by a high signal correlation
over voxels within anatomically separated brain regions and are highly reproducible
among healthy subjects in different studies [31, 32, 33]. Interestingly, most of these
RSNs coincide with functional networks that support cognitive functions [29, 33]
(see figure 1.8), as well as with structural connectivity derived using diffusion tensor
imaging [34]. In particular, the default mode network (DMN), first observed from
PET data by Raichle et al. [35], has caught much interest. This network is anatom-
ically well defined and characterized by increased activation when an individual is
awake and at rest, whereas the activation decreases while performing cognitive tasks
(figure 1.8). However, although there is evidence that RSNs relate to neural activity
(section 1.5.4), their neural generators and functional role remain unresolved [36].
1.4.2 Analysis of static and dynamic functional connectivity
RSNs as described above are derived under the assumption that the strength of inter-
regional connectivity is constant over time, that is static FC. It has been analyzed
using both univariate model-dependent (seed-to-voxel based correlation) [29] and
multivariate model-free methods [31, 32, 33]. In the case of seed-to-voxel based
correlation analysis, the BOLD time series of a certain voxel or a group of voxels
(called seed) is correlated against the time series of all other brain voxels, which
generates an FC map for each individual seed. Typically, each voxel of the FC map
is quantified with Pearson’s correlation coefficient given by:
rxy =
cov(x, y)
σx σy
=
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
(xi − x¯) (yi − y¯)
σx σy
, (1.12)
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where x and y are the time courses of the seed and a brain voxel, respectively,
whereas N is the number of signal’s time points. The seed can be an a priori
defined region or it is estimated from activation maps acquired with i-fMRI. On
the other hand, model-free methods such as the typically used ICA do not require
a priori defined seed and are better suited to examine whole-brain connectivity
patterns [31, 32]. Here, spatial ICA decomposes the data into spatially independent
maps with corresponding time components. Besides extracting RSNs it enables the
detection of noisy components related to breathing, heartbeating, head motion and
scanner drift [31] and is better suited for multi-subject analysis [37].
Emerging theoretical ideas and empirical observations suggests that FC is highly
dynamic [36]. It can be assessed using sliding-window analysis and time-frequency
analysis that capture pairwise variations in BOLD signal between brain regions.
On the other hand, single-volume co-activation patterns and spatial ICA have
been used to capture connectivity patterns at a multivariate level based on spa-
tial similarity. The single-volume co-activations patterns were obtained through
clustering of individual BOLD volumes over a resting state scan, whereas spa-
tial ICA was either accommodated from the conventional spatial approach and
performed on a sliding-window basis, or performed in combination with temporal
ICA [36]. Among these methods, sliding window analysis has been the most com-
monly used [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. In principle it could be applied on a seed-to-voxel
basis as explained above for static FC with the exception that now, several FC maps
should be calculated for each time window [39]. However, typically is it assessed
on a ROI-to-ROI basis that is more suitable to assess whole-brain FC, where ROI
refers to region of interest.
In the case of ROI-to-ROI based sliding window approach, ROIs can be first
identified from an anatomical brain atlas [40, 43] such as the automated anatomi-
cal labeling atlas [44], or more commonly as intrinsic independent components ob-
tained from group-level spatial ICA of high component dimensionality [38, 41, 42].
Next, ROI time courses of all voxels within an ROI are averaged, yielding one time-
dependent signal for each ROI. A time window of fixed length is then selected and
Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated between each pair of ROI signals for the
given time interval. This generates a 2D FC matrix, where the (i,j) entry refers
to the Pearson correlation coefficient between time-windowed signals of i-th and j-
th ROI. By successive window shifting, multiple FC(t) matrices may be captured
centred at time t (figure 1.9). To further interpret resting-state dynamics from the
stream of windowed FC(t) matrices, data driven methods such as k-means clus-
tering [38, 41, 42] and principal component analysis [40] have been used to obtain
highly reproducible, transient connectivity patterns called FC states [38, 41] - see
figure 1.9. In addition to FC states, associated state-to-state transition probabilities
have been calculated, which gave information about the time of FC state stability
that appeared to be in the scale of seconds to minutes.
Regarding sliding window analysis, an important issue is the choice of the win-
dow length. In general, the window should be large enough to resolve the slowest
frequencies of interest and to make the estimation robust enough, and yet small
enough to detect potentially important faster switching between stable states. In
the above sliding window literature, window lengths of around 30–60 s were com-
monly used and revealed distinct FC patterns. According to Hutchison et al. [39],
FC was entirely missed when assessed with time windows longer than 60 s although
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Figure 1.9: Dynamic functional connectivity analysis using ROI-to-ROI based slid-
ing window technique. After identifying ROIs and calculating sliding windowed
Pearson correlation coefficient for each pair of ROI signals, a stream of FC(t) matri-
ces and corresponding FC states can be derived using clustering (modified after [36]).
Leonardi et al. [40] observed that the visible FC structure progressively vanished
already for window lengths above 30 s. However, in a very recent study, Thompson
and Fransson [45] argued that since there might be frequency dependent RSN inter-
actions, the window length cannot be set arbitrary. This would bias the FC towards
harmonics of 1/window-length frequency and thus would be more sensitive to FC
of a few RSNs. Another issue that might affects sliding window correlation analysis
is that the BOLD signal itself could be non-stationary, e.g. interrupted by states of
drowsiness or other sources that result in linear drift of the BOLD signal [36]. To
overcome these limitations, time-frequency analysis with wavelet transform has been
used that gives a better insight into the FC dynamics over different time scales [46].
However, the large amount of information produced (time-frequency map for each
pair of ROIs) presents a major challenge when applying the analysis to several brain
regions.
Regardless of the approach used for the calculation of FC dynamics, fMRI data
have to undergo additional preprocessing before its calculation to eliminate potential
sources of noise that could manifest as wrong FC. This includes fluctuations in BOLD
signal due to scanner drift, head motion and physiological noise related to breathing
and heartbeating [36]. The latter appear due to the fMRI low sampling frequency
(typically below 1Hz) and Nyquist criterion, according to which frequencies higher
than half of the sampling frequency are wrongly sampled and appear aliased in the
signal, i.e. overlap with signal of interest. Proper denoising of rs-fMRI data is thus
essential for proper interpretation of FC results.
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1.5 Simultaneous EEG-fMRI
As outlined already in section 1.1, the combination of EEG and fMRI signals has
established as a consequence of their complementarity in temporal and spatial res-
olution, as well as the origin of their sources. Thus, on one hand fMRI can help
in mapping sources of EEG activity through so called fMRI-informed EEG source
estimation, whereas in an EEG-informed fMRI study, EEG can contribute to the un-
derstanding of the neural mechanisms underlying the origin of BOLD signals and the
synchrony of large functional networks. Thus, EEG-informed fMRI aims for answer-
ing questions such as “What are the electrophysiological correlates of BOLD signal
and FC of large scale networks?”. The following section guides the reader towards
an answer to this question. Additionally, mechanisms of data quality degradation
are described, followed by data analysis strategies for EEG-informed fMRI, as well
as the current findings of electrophysiological correlates of BOLD signal and FC.
1.5.1 MRI induced EEG artefacts and related safety concerns
Figure 1.10: Schematic presentation of a
loop formed by an EEG channel Ci and
the reference Cref through which an elec-
tromotive force is induced during time
varying magnetic field B0 or loop area
Σ according to Farady’s law of induc-
tion [47].
MRI-induced EEG artefacts result due
to interaction between the patient, EEG
electrode leads and the magnetic fields
in the scanner [48]. This can be cap-
tured by Farady law of induction, where
an electromotive force is induced in the
loops formed by the EEG leads (elec-
trodes and wires) and the scalp (see
figure 1.10) during time varying mag-
netic field or loop geometry. Imag-
ing or gradient artefacts result due to
time-varying magnetic fields generated
by gradient coils during image acquisi-
tion 3, whereas movement-related arte-
facts are induced due to changing loop
area normal to the static magnetic field
B0 [48]. A particular movement-related
artefact is generated by small pulse-
related body movements and is referred
to as pulse artefact (also ballistocardio-
graphic artefact). To improve data qual-
ity and in particular for patient safety,
concerns should be put already on the
EEG instrumentation and recording. This relates to the use of non-ferromagnetic
materials for electrodes and leads and the use of current-limiting resistors in the
electrodes to prevent the induction of high electric currents in the tissue, as well as
the minimization of the conductor loop area and stabilization of subject’s head with
3 Artefacts induced due to RF fields have much higher frequencies than EEG signal (fundamental
component is at the Larmor frequency of the scanner that ranges from 63MHz in a 1.5T scanner
up to 300MHz in a 7T scanner) and thus can be removed by low-pass filtering before EEG
amplification [49].
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Figure 1.11: Typical gradient waveform for one slice scan of an EPI sequence. Note
that it follows an approximate differential waveform of the EPI pulse sequence (see
figure 1.6), with slice selection gradient, fast switching of readout and phase encoding
gradients and final crusher.
vacuum cushions to reduce artefacts[50].
The spectral component of gradient artefacts due to an EPI recording sequence
is dominated by the harmonics of the volume repetition frequency of about 0.2–2Hz,
slice repetition frequency of about 10–25Hz, as well as higher frequency of readout
and phase encoding gradient switching (kHz range) [50]. A typical gradient artefact
waveform for one slice scan of an EPI sequence can be seen in figure 1.11. At a
maximum rate of gradient field switching of 25T s−1 (slew rate of 125Tm−1 s−1)
and an estimated maximum loop area of 100 cm2, gradient artefact amplitude can
range up to 500mV (peak-peak) [49]. Although a low-pass filter can substantially
reduce the fast-switching gradient component, the amplitude of gradient artefacts
in a typical EPI acquisition can remain more than two orders higher than the phys-
iological EEG signal [50]. However, as gradient artefacts are highly reproducible
due to the programmed imaging sequence, they can be efficiently reduced by using
average artefact subtraction (AAS) [49] for each channel individually. Here, a local
moving average artefact template is computed for each artefact segment Yi (volume-
or slice-based) by averaging the EEG signal over a predefined number of segments
Yj as
Ai =
1
|I(i)|
∑
j∈I(i)
Yj, (1.13)
where I(i) is an index function that determines which segments j, centered around
segment i, are included in the average. A weighted fit of Ai to Yi is then subtracted
from the corresponding artefact segment Yi as [51]
Y
′
i = Yi − αi Ai, αi = YiA
T
i
AiA
T
i
. (1.14)
The segments are identified by image acquisition triggers obtained from the scanner.
In order to remove residual gradient artefacts resulting due to electrode movement
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that violates the assumption of artefact temporal stationarity, Niazy et al. [51]
proposed additional cleaning with an optimal basis set (OBS). Here, a principal
component analysis 4 is performed on a residual matrix Si,a×b, where a is the number
of considered artefact segments and b is the length of the segments. An OBS is
described by a matrix Bi,b×c, where c refers to the number of selected principal
components that explain most variance in the residual matrix. The corresponding
residual artefact segment Y′ i is cleaned by a weighted fit as
Y
′′
i = Y
′
i − (Bi βi)T , βi = B−1i Y′Ti . (1.15)
Another approach of residual gradient artefact removal is based on temporal ICA
[6], a statistical algorithm which recovers independent components that are lin-
early and independently mixed within EEG signals. Only ICs that are identified
as non-artefactual are removed from the signal through back-projection. However,
since ICA is based on the assumption of spatial stationarity of EEG signals (which
may not hold for gradient artefacts), controversial results have been reported for its
use [50].
Two movement-related mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of
pulse artefact [52]: (i) axial body motion and nodding head rotation caused by pul-
sation of blood, and (ii) expansion and contraction of scalp arteries. As can be seen
from figure 1.12), head rotation has the major effect on the artefact that evokes
two peaks of opposite polarity at left and right hemisphere electrodes (F7 and F8)
at about 230 and 330ms after the onset of the ECG QRS complex. Hall effect
has been proposed as an additional mechanism of pulse artefact generation since
the movement of blood as a conducting fluid in B0 induces an electric potential.
According to figure 1.12, ECG signal (and thus also pulse artefacts in EEG chan-
nels) increases substantially both in amplitude and spatial variability with increasing
static magnetic field. Therefore, although ICA that assumes spatial stationarity of
pulse artefact has showed success for its removal when recording at 1.5T [6], studies
at higher fields (3 and 7T) failed in removing the artefact [52, 53], although Liu et
al. [54] for example succeeded in mapping alpha generators by using this approach at
3T. On the other hand, channel-wise AAS [3, 43, 47, 48, 55, 56] and OBS [7, 57, 58]
techniques have been in general efficiently applied for pulse artefact removal in a
similar manner as explained above for gradient artefact removal. Here, pulse arte-
fact segments are based on cardiac triggers that have to be predefined from the
simultaneously recorded ECG, and refer to e.g. all R peaks in the ECG. By taking
into account a fixed shift between the ECG QRS complex and the pulse artefact
peak, pulse artefact triggers are then derived. Note that QRS detection from ECG,
as well as variable length of pulse artefact can be a major problem at higher fields
(7T), which will be addressed in Methods, section 2.2.1. Note also that although
AAS and OBS exhibit similar performance, they are based on different assumptions;
AAS assumes that the cyclic periodicity of pulse artefact changes only slowly across
time, whereas OBS assumes that the artefact is variable and independent of any
previous occurrence [59].
4 Principal component analysis refers to eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance matrix,
where principal components are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
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Figure 1.12: Schematic presentation of two major contributions to pulse artefact;
axial body motion and head rotation due to pulsation of blood and expansion and
contraction of scalp arteries [52].
In addition to gradient and pulse artefacts, EEG data quality can be degraded
due to spontaneous head motion not prevented by vacuum cushions, as well as
vibrations induced by the scanner helium pumps and the ventilation systems in the
static magnetic field [58]. Since the spectral characteristics of these artefacts overlap
with the neurophysiological signal of interest and as their amplitude scales with B0,
this issue has been particularly addressed at 7T by groups at Nottingham and at
the Center for Biomedical Imaging (CIBM), Switzerland. For vibration-induced
artefact reduction, EEG hardware modification has been proposed [58], while for
spontaneous motion-induced artefact correction, a specifically designed recording
system and correction algorithm that is based on motion sensors was proposed [47].
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1.5.2 EEG induced MRI artefacts and related safety concerns
The EEG system can interact with the static B0 magnetic field since the presence of
EEG materials induce local changes in the field distribution across the head due to
magnetic susceptibility changes. These effects scale linearly with the magnetic field
strength, as well as with susceptibility of the EEG instrumentation, and have been
observed even when weakly magnetic materials are used (such as Ag/AgCl electrode
and copper wires) [26]. In addition to magnetic susceptibility effects, RF resonant
effects can occur along the EEG conductive leads, which is particularly apparent at
7T [58] and can lead to dramatic reduction in RF coil performance. Altogether, the
magnetic susceptibility and RF resonant effects result in image distortion and signal
dropout, which, however, has a much smaller effect on data quality degradation than
EEG artefacts.
1.5.3 Data analysis strategies for EEG-informed fMRI
To map generators of an electrophysiological activity (rhythmic activity, epileptic
activity and event-related activity resulting from cognitive, sensory or motor stim-
uli), voxels in a fMRI data set have to be identified where BOLD signal significantly
correlates with the EEG activity time course. This is performed by EEG-derived
GLM analysis [60] (for GLM basics, see section 1.3.4). However, before GLM, EEG
and fMRI data need to be preprocessed; for EEG, artefacts have to be reduced,
whereas for fMRI, preprocessing steps given in section 1.3.4 need to be applied.
For BOLD correlates of EEG rhythmic activity, frequency band-specific EEG-
derived GLM analysis is typically used. Here, the regressor of interest is derived by
first extracting a representative EEG time course and performing a time-frequency
decomposition to filter out the frequency band of interest (e.g. alpha oscillations in
the frequency band of 8–12Hz). Then, the frequency band-specific power time course
is calculated and convolved with a BOLD transfer function, which is typically the
standard (canonical) HRF. A schematic representation of EEG regressor extraction
is presented in figure 1.13. In addition to frequency band-specific EEG-derived
GLM, BOLD correlates of EEG topography dynamics have also been investigated
in the study of resting brain activity. Here, an HRF convolved time course that
captures the changing EEG topography serves as a regressor of interest in GLM. As
described in the following section, this approach has proved efficient to get insight
into the neurophysiological mechanism that underlay the existence for RSNs.
Since our brains are highly dynamic as revealed by FC analysis, very recent
studies [7, 43, 56] have focused on finding neural correlates of BOLD FC rather
than of BOLD signal. Here, contrary to EEG-derived GLM, the EEG frequency-
band specific power is treated as a state variable and thus is not convolved with
HRF [7]. However, to allow correlation with the time courses of FC between each
pair of regions, a sliding window average of EEG power is calculated with the same
window length used to construct the FC.
1.5.4 Electrophysiological correlates of BOLD signal and func-
tional connectivity
Given the important functional role of alpha rhythm in animals (see section 1.2.3), a
considerable interest has been put into mapping its generators and investigating the
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Figure 1.13: Schematic presentation of EEG regressor extraction in the alpha fre-
quency band. Steps of filtering, alpha power extraction and convolution with HRF
are depicted [60].
correlation between the BOLD signal and alpha oscillation in humans through simul-
taneous EEG-fMRI. In line with animal studies, a conventional EEG-derived GLM
analysis identified the visual cortex at the occipital lobe and thalamus as sources of
posterior alpha oscillation in several studies [3, 5, 6, 61, 62]. Contrary to expectations
that alpha oscillations would result from increased intracortical connectivity, results
almost consistently (except [4]) revealed a negative correlation between the BOLD
signal in occipital visual cortex and alpha power fluctuations. Alpha-BOLD signal
anticorrelation was also observed in brain regions of the occipital-parietal [3, 5, 6, 62]
and frontal-parietal network [3, 4, 6]. On the contrary, in thalamus (medial-anterior
and superior to LGN), BOLD signal in general increased with increased alpha power
[3, 5, 61, 62], although Laufs et al. noted no correlation [4] and some PET studies
revealed negative correlation [63, 64]. However, Feige et al. [61] and de Munck et
al. [62] showed that positive correlation could only be observed when not assuming
a canonical HRF for GLM analysis, since the peak occurs some seconds earlier than
in the occipital region. Moosmann et al. [5] highlighted that correlation between
thalamic BOLD signal and posterior alpha power oscillation could also be spurious
taking into account the physiological noise due to cardiac pulsation in cerebrospinal
fluid cavities in the close proximity to medial-anterior thalamus.
To interpret cortical-alpha anticorrelation and the involvement of cortical regions
other than the visual cortex as well as thalamus, Goldman et al. [3] proposed
that there might be brain regions that directly generate alpha activity, regions that
are part of the alpha network circuit but do not contribute to alpha generation,
as well as regions that correlate with alpha fluctuation but are not its generators
(such as regions linked to drowsiness). Moreover, according to Liu et al. [54],
the controversial correlation found in thalamus was hypothesized to result due to
the structural and functional heterogeneity of thalamic nuclei that could exhibit
a unique role in the generation of alpha rhythm. By functionally localizing the
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Figure 1.14: The location of thalamus in the brain marked red in the MRI image
and the structure of thalamic nuclei (shown is only one half of thalamus) [65].
visual thalamus, a negative correlation could be seen between the posterior alpha
power fluctuation and BOLD signal in visual thalamus with a preference for pulvinar
over LGN, whereas positive correlation was found in anterior and medial dorsal
nuclei (for the location of thalamus and it’s nuclei in the brain, see figure 1.14).
Since FC analysis of fMRI data revealed the same functional network for the visual
thalamus and the visual cortex and a distinct network containing the dorsal nuclei,
the visual thalamus could be seen as being directly involved in the generation of
alpha oscillations.
In order to analyze broader spectral content of posterior EEG signals, Laufs et
al. [66] extended prior analysis [4] to two additional frequency bands, namely theta
and beta. Theta power fluctuations showed no correlation with the BOLD signal,
whereas intermediate beta frequency band (17–23Hz) revealed positive correlation
in DMN. This supported the general finding that BOLD signal in DMN increases
during resting state. To extend the above analysis in order to investigate the elec-
trophysiological basis of RSNs, Mantini et al. [6] evaluated an even broader spectral
content (1–50Hz) of average scalp EEG signal and its relation to BOLD time courses
of six identified RSNs. Each functional network appeared to be characterized by a
specific superposition of different brain rhythms. This supports the idea of coupling
between different frequency bands as already observed in animal studies.
Contrary to the above studies that applied frequency band-specific EEG-derived
GLM analysis, Britz et al. [55] investigated BOLD correlates of EEG topography
dynamics, that shows discrete periods of stable brain states (called microstates) for
about 100ms. As in the conventional GLM analysis, the microstate’s time course was
convolved with the HRF and underwent GLM analysis. Time courses of four iden-
tified EEG microstates correlated well with the BOLD time courses of four RSNs.
This proved that EEG microstates could represent a neurophysiological correlate of
RSNs. EEG microstate informed fMRI was also used to discover frequency sensitive
thalamic nuclei [67]. Here, a time-frequency decomposition of EEG microstates was
performed that showed different nuclei to be associated with a microstate of specific
frequency band.
As already described in the previous section, a few recent studies [7, 43, 56]
focused on finding neural correlates of fMRI FC in the resting brain. Scheeringa
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et al. [56] studied whether posterior alpha power fluctuations are correlated with
inter-regional BOLD FC, and found that alpha power correlated negatively with the
strength of connectivity between the primary visual cortex and remaining occipital
regions, positively between visual cortex and anterior-medial thalamus, as well as
ventral-medial prefrontal cortex. Thus alpha oscillations could be associated with
both local and long-range neural connectivity changes. Tagliazucchi et al. [43]
investigated FC correlation with EEG band-specific power fluctuation of frontal,
central and occipital channels, and found that alpha power correlated negatively with
connectivity between a large number of cortical and subcortical regions, whereas
gamma power correlated positively with BOLD connectivity between frontal region
and the rest of the brain. Chang et al. [7] investigated the correlation between theta
and alpha power oscillations and FC between three major networks (DMN, dorsal
attention network (DAN) and salience network (SN)). Alpha power fluctuations
showed to be inversely related to the DMN-DAN connectivity strength.
1.6 Goals
With the advance in recording and data analysis techniques, the number of EEG-
fMRI studies that aim for explaining the generators of the alpha rhythm and its
functional role is increasing. However, although most findings agree that the BOLD
signal in visual cortex tends to anticorrelate with alpha oscillations [3, 5, 6, 61, 62],
as well as decrease its connectivity to other brain regions [7, 43, 56], the functional
role of thalamus does not show consistent results. Liu et al. [54] postulated this
could be due to heterogeneous thalamic nuclei that respond differently to alpha
activity and on a group level of 15 subjects showed that the BOLD signal in visual
thalamus anticorrelated with the alpha power signal. The limitation of this as well
as other group-level studies is that the identification of small brain structures such
as LGN could be inaccurate since each individual fMRI data has to be registered
to a common brain template. Moreover, individual variability in functional brain
organization cannot be assessed, which would be interesting to explore since very
recently Laumann et al. [68] gathered highly sampled fMRI data from an individual
human brain and showed that distinct features could not be found on a group level.
To tackle both issues, we propose simultaneous EEG-fMRI data at 7T. An optimized
setup for simultaneous EEG-fMRI in humans at 7T was recently proposed [58] along
with an optimized EEG artefact correction procedure tested on a visual stimulation
paradigm [47]. Ultra-high field imaging has already shown to increase the BOLD
signal, which leads to higher functional sensitivity [69], and has pushed the spatial
resolution to a sub-millimeter range. This suggests that EEG-fMRI at 7T could
also prove beneficial for the study of resting state brain activity of small structures
and/or at a single-subject level. However, based on the currently-existing literature,
the potentials of ultra-high field simultaneous EEG-fMRI have not yet been explored
for finding BOLD correlates of the alpha rhythm and particularly the involvement
of thalamus in alpha generation.
The goal of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of ultra-high field simul-
taneous EEG-fMRI for the study of the resting brain at a single-subject level, as
well as to explore the optimal analysis procedures to find BOLD correlates of alpha
rhythm. In particular, we aim to answer the following questions:
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1. “Which EEG artefact correction approach is the most suitable for the recovery
of alpha oscillation?”,
2. “What is the optimal approach for representative EEG time series extraction
used for alpha power calculation?”,
3. “How does the framework for denoising rs-fMRI data and the sliding window
settings affect FC results?”,
4. “Can BOLD signal and BOLD FC correlates be found for alpha rhythm at 7T
at a single-subject level, and if so, what is the outcome in relation to questions
1–3?”, and finally
5. “Are BOLD correlates subject-specific?”.
Most of these questions have not been answered even in simultaneous EEG-fMRI
studies at fields below 7T. Thus, the thesis does not only aim to extend prior results
to higher fields and investigate the potentials for the study of small brain structures
and individual variability, but also to fill the overall gap related to simultaneous
EEG-fMRI studies of BOLD signal and BOLD FC correlates of the alpha rhythm.
1.7 Approach
The above questions are investigated based on the following approach:
1. Different methods for gradient and pulse artefact correction, as well as spon-
taneous motion correction at 7T are tested. In particular, we address the
reduction of EEG power and the recovery of the alpha frequency peak in re-
lation to different artefact correction steps.
2. Although most studies extract the posterior alpha time course by averaging
the signals across occipital channels, some report successful results when using
posterior alpha component obtained through temporal ICA [56] and singular
value decomposition [57]. We test the extraction that is based on the mean
signal across occipital channels and temporal ICA.
3. A framework for improved denoising of rs-fMRI data has been provided by Sat-
terthwaite et al. [70], along with suggested window lengths for sliding window
analysis [39, 40]. This has been regarded as a standard for most whole-brain
FC studies. Following Thompson and Fransson [45], who argued that there
might be frequency dependent RSN interactions which oppose arbitrary choice
of the window length, we optimize the settings for FC calculation by analyzing
pairwise correlation between several RSNs at different window lengths.
4. The feasibility of EEG-fMRI at 7T, along with the outcome from EEG-derived
GLM for mapping alpha generators has so far not been directly assessed in
relation to different EEG artefact correction procedures (in particular not in
relation to motion artefact correction), as well as different means of posterior
alpha time course extraction. This is even less explored for the study of BOLD
FC correlates of alpha rhythm, which is currently a very novel area of study.
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Thus, we investigate the effects of different analysis strategies on the outcome
of BOLD correlates at 7T. Moreover, we also tackle the effect of rs-fMRI
data denoising since it is well known that improper denoising could result in
spurious connectivity patterns across the brain [70]. Analogously, improper
cleaning of EEG artefacts may result in wrong BOLD FC correlates of alpha
oscillations.
5. By analyzing four subjects, we address the question of whether BOLD corre-
lates are subject-specific and what is the extent of individual variability.
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Methods
2.1 Data acquisition
The resting-state simultaneous EEG-fMRI data analyzed in this work were acquired
for 4 min from four healthy volunteers (20 ± 2 years old, 3 male/1 female, named
subject A-D in this study) at CIBM, EPFL, Switzerland. During the acquisition
subjects were instructed to rest and remain as still as possible with their eyes open.
The fMRI data were acquired with an actively shielded Magnetom 7T head scan-
ner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), with 680mm bore diameter (Magnex Scientific,
Oxford, UK). The scanner is equipped with a head gradient system and an 8-channel
transmit/receive RF head coil (Rapid Biomedical, Rimpar, Germany) as shown in
figure 2.1. Functional images were acquired using a 2D multi-slice gradient-echo
EPI sequence, with 25 axial slices per volume, 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5mm3 spatial resolu-
tion with 1.5mm interslice gap, TR/TE = 2000/25ms and flip angle of 78 ◦. A
2×-GRAPPA acceleration, 7/8 partial Fourier imaging and sinusoidal readout was
used. The scanner helium coldheads were kept in function, while patient ventilation
and room lights were switched off. To avoid vibration-related EEG artefacts due to
the scanner helium coldheads, the coldheads compressor system could be switched
off, but this would in turn raise the consumption of helium as liquid helium boils off
into helium gas. The artefacts induced due to the scanner coldheads were minimized
by an optimized setup for the EEG transmission cables as described below.
EEG recordings were performed using an MRI-compatible EEG system con-
sisting of two 32-channel BrainAmp MR Plus amplifiers (Brain Products, Munich,
Germany) and a customized BrainCap MR model (EasyCap, Herrsching, Germany).
The cap contained 64 Ag/AgCl ring-type electrodes placed according to the extended
10–20 system (see figure 1.2), and was designed with shortened copper leads. Each
lead contained a 5 kΩ resistor near the electrode and another inside the connector.
One of the 64 electrodes was placed on the back of the subject for ECG recording.
Abralyte gel (EasyCap) was used to reduce electrode impedances. To avoid pos-
sible damage of the EEG amplification system by the coil RF pulses, EEG signals
have to be transmitted from the cap connectors to a receiver unit placed outside
the coil where amplification and digitization is performed. Here, signal transmission
was performed with an optimized setup using ultra-short (12 cm) bundled transmis-
sion cables [58]. Through cable shortening and bundling, the loop areas along the
transmission cables were minimized to significantly reduce artefacts induced due to
the scanner coldheads and most probably also helped to reduce gradient and pulse
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b) 
Figure 2.1: a) A schematic representation of the custom EEG-fMRI setup, including
the 7T magnet (light grey) with static field distribution (red), gradient system
(dark grey), custom EEG cap with motion sensors (shown in detail in b)), RF coil
and gateway box (blue, shown in detail in c)), bundled cables (purple) and EEG
amplifiers (pink). Figure adapted from [58].
artefacts. At the EEG amplifiers, signals were bandpass filtered (0.016–250Hz) and
digitized (0.5µV resolution). For signal transmission to the control room, fiber optic
cables were used. Sampling was performed at 5 kHz, synchronized with the scanner
10MHz clock. Scanner triggers marking the onset of each fMRI volume were also
recorded.
As described in the following section, loop sensor-based motion correction was
tested along with the conventional artefact correction approach. For this, four EEG
electrodes (T7, T8, F5 and F6) served as motion sensors that were isolated from
the scalp and given a direct connection to the reference electrode via a copper
wire and 5 kΩ resistor (see figure 2.1b). By such design, motion sensors measure all
artefacts related to magnetic induction effects (gradient, pulse, vibration and motion
artefacts), but no neuronal activity. A detail description of the motion sensor setup
is given in [47].
2.2 EEG preprocessing
EEG data preprocessing was performed in Matlab (http://www.mathworks.com)
using routines developed in-house, whereas EEGLAB 13.4.4b [71] was used for per-
forming temporal ICA as described below.
2.2.1 Artefact correction
For EEG artefact correction, two approaches were tested: (1) without sensor-based
motion correction, and (2) with sensor-based motion correction as proposed in [47].
Preprocessing steps that preceded sensor-based motion correction were slightly dif-
ferent in both cases. Thus, we start the section with a detail description of the 1st
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approach, whereas for the 2nd only differences are described.
All recorded channels underwent the same preprocessing steps individually. First,
gradient artefacts were corrected using volume-based AAS [49]. For each volume
segment Yi, identified from scanner triggers, a local average artefact template Ai
was computed according to equation 1.13 by averaging 30 neighbouring volume
segments (15 from the preceding and 15 from the succeeding segments). The choice
of an average from 30 volumes was selected since the effectiveness of artefact removal
stabilized around this value. A weighted fit of Ai to Yi was then subtracted from
the corresponding volume segment. Next, a bandpass filter (1–70Hz) was applied to
remove any slow drifts and remaining high frequency noise resulting from residual
gradient artefacts. Since bandpass filtering removed most of the remaining gradient
artefacts, OBS was not applied for additional correction as proposed by Niazy et
al. [51], as to avoid potential losses in neuronal signals of interest.
Pulse artefact correction was performed based on a priori estimated cardiac trig-
gers from the bandpass filtered (14-20Hz) ECG signal [72]. A 14-20Hz frequency
band was selected as it could well isolate the ECG QRS complex and cardiac triggers
could be accurately estimated from R peaks based on a subject-specific threshold
value. However, for one subject, where the QRS complex could not be well iso-
lated, cardiac triggers were estimated by using a template matching technique on
a maximization correlation basis [72]. After manual inspection of cardiac detec-
tion, pulse artefact segments were aligned according to cardiac triggers (a shift
between the occurrence of the ECG QRS complex and the peaking of pulse arte-
fact was taken into account) and corrected via AAS [49]; each pulse artefact was
corrected by subtracting a fitted average over 30 most similar artefacts (based on a
correlation-maximization approach). This approach was selected based on the as-
sumption that compared to gradient artefacts, pulse artefacts are considerably less
stationary across cycles. In our exploratory work, pulse artefacts were also corrected
via OBS [51] that follows the above assumption. However, the approach given in [51]
was slightly modified, since a PCA analysis was performed for each pulse artefact
segment separately on a matrix of 30 most similar artefacts (as for AAS). The first
3 PCs (including the mean effect) were taken as an OBS.
Following gradient and pulse artefact correction, channels were downsampled to
500Hz. Next, data underwent temporal ICA decomposition using the extended in-
fomax algorithm [73] as implemented in EEGLAB. After inspecting IC topographies
and spectra, clearly artefactual components (eye blinking, gradient and pulse arte-
fact residuals in non-occipital channels) were removed from the data through ICA
denoising. This step has been successfully applied in several studies [43, 54, 55]. By
visual inspection, intervals with abrupt movement-related artefacts were identified
and replaced by a mean value of the signal. In addition, spikes were identified if their
value exceeded mean + 4σ and were replaced by cubic interpolation of neighbouring
data points (this processing step had only a minor effect on the data). Finally, bad
channels were replaced by weighted average of neighbouring electrodes. A schematic
representation of the whole artefact correction approach is presented in figure 2.2.
With additional sensor-based motion correction, the above processing steps had
to be slightly modified to follow the procedure given in [47]. The choice of motion
sensors was motivated by the fact that the electromotive force, induced in a loop
formed by an EEG channel Ci and the reference (figure 1.10) due to rigid-body
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of artefact correction for the approach without
sensor-based motion correction.
motion, expresses as [47]:
ξi(t) = Ai (φ(t), θ(t)) · dφ
dt
(t) +Bi (φ(t), θ(t)) · dθ
dt
(t) , (2.1)
where angles φ and θ describe the rotation of the z-component of the surface normal
vector about x- and y-axis under rigid-body assumption, and Ai and Bi are channel
specific temporally varying coefficients. This implies that artefacts induced in each
channel (motion and non-motion) due to rigid-body motion could be approximated
by a linear model with two degrees of freedom (dφ
dt
(t) and dθ
dt
(t) that are common
to all channels), weighted by Ai and Bi. Thus, in principle, two motion sensors
would suffice for motion correction, whereas a larger number of sensors ensures more
robust estimation. For our design with four sensors, the motion-induced artefact
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contribution M to the whole signal Y of a non-motion channel can be expressed as
weighted sum of motion sensor timecourses Xi:
M =
4∑
i=1
Wi Xi. (2.2)
Coefficients Wi can be modeled and estimated through various approaches as de-
scribed in [47]. In our study, we employed linear regression with basis set coefficients,
where coefficients were modeled using a discrete cosine transform expansion. This
method was chosen since it was by far the fastest and still had a performance compa-
rable to other tested methods in [47]. The degree of cosine expansion was the same
as used in [47], where subject-specific degrees were optimized by testing multiple
models with linear fits to the data.
In principle, the information from motion sensors could be used to correct all rigid
motion-related magnetic induction effects. However, applying motion correction
after pulse artefact correction showed to be superior than correcting both pulse
artefact and artefact due to spontaneous motion together. This also confirms that
additional mechanisms than movement-related induction give rise to pulse artefact
(see section 1.5.1). In order not to degrade the linearity relationship across the
channels as expressed in equation 2.1 and ensure that the linear model in equation 2.2
is valid, artefact correction approaches that precede motion correction should have
an equal affect on all channels. As this is not certainly true for OBS an even
not for the AAS approach used for pulse artefact removal above, AAS for pulse
artefact removal was modified according to [47]. The average artefact template was
computed by averaging the closest 50 pulse artefact segments (25 from the preceding
and 25 from the succeeding segments). This approach ensured that each artefact
segment was corrected in the same way for every channel. Other processing steps
were preserved.
2.2.2 Posterior alpha power extraction
To obtain the time-varying power of the posterior alpha rhythm, first a single rep-
resentative scalp EEG time series was generated based on two different approaches
that have been used in the literature: (1) by computing the mean signal over occip-
ital channels (O and PO channels) and (2) by temporal ICA. ICA was applied on
7–13Hz bandpass filtered EEG data to decrease the possibility of artefactual con-
tamination of posterior alpha components [56]. Based on preliminary tests, PCA
was pre-applied for dimensionality reduction from N (number of non-motion EEG
channels) to 40 to enhance the performance of the extended infomax ICA algorithm.
After applying the mixing weights (relative strength of each independent time course
at each channel location) on unfiltered data, posterior alpha components were se-
lected based on two criteria: (1) the presence of a clear frequency peak in the alpha
band, and (2) posterior topography of the mixing weights. The representative time
series was then decomposed into the time-frequency domain by convolving the signal
with Morlet wavelets, i.e. a wavelet composed of a complex exponential multiplied
by a Gaussian window given by [57]
G(f, t) =
1√
σt
√
pi
e−t
2/2σ2t e2ipift, (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of posterior alpha power extraction.
where σt = 1/(2piσf ), σf = f/R and R = 7 is the wavelet factor. The time-varying
power of the signal y(t) at frequency f is given by
P (f, t) = |G(f, t) ∗ y(t)|2. (2.4)
To extract the time-varying power in the alpha frequency band, P (f, t) was summed
over a 2Hz frequency interval around the subject-specific alpha frequency peak fα
identified from the spectra of occipital channels according to
Pα(t) =
fα+1 Hz∑
f=fα−1 Hz
P (f, t). (2.5)
The choice of a 2Hz frequency interval was based on the observed width of the
alpha peak in the power spectrum, as well as the information gained from litera-
ture [7, 62]. For a schematic representation of posterior alpha power extraction,
refer to figure 2.3. It should be noted that the choice of using Morlet wavelets for
time-frequency decomposition was based on its adaptability to couple the width of
the Gaussian window to the centre frequency f and thus to provide a compromise
between the time and frequency resolution. Nevertheless, other approaches using
short-term Fourier transform or the Hilbert transform have shown to be largely
equivalent to wavelet decomposition [74].
2.3 fMRI preprocessing
Preprocessing of fMRI data was performed with FMRIB Software Library (FSL
5.0.8, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) on image-space data. Motion correction
was applied with MCFLIRT [75] to align volumes by rigid-body transformation
based on 3 translations and 3 rotations. Next, slice-timing correction was applied
to correct for time difference in acquisition of slices within a volume (slices are
evenly captured during one TR). To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, data were also
spatially smoothed with a 5mm Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) Gaussian
kernel. This value was determined through exploratory work of EEG-derived GLM
analysis as presented in Results.
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2.4 BOLD functional connectivity
2.4.1 Static functional connectivity
To identify RSNs in terms of static connectivity, we performed model-free ICA
decomposition using MELODIC, FSL. The same fMRI preprocessing steps were
used as explained above, with the only exception that a 6mm Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel was used in order to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio and identify larger clusters of activation. In addition, data were highpass
filtered with a cut-off period of 128 s in order to remove low-frequency drifts. Note,
that a relatively high cut-off period was selected in order not to remove any valuable
resting state data. The number of ICs was set to 70 to allow for the detection of
subnetworks as defined in [33]. All ICs were visually inspected and referenced to
RSNs defined in [33] on the basis of their time courses, frequency spectra and spatial
maps.
2.4.2 Dynamic functional connectivity
Dynamic functional connectivity was calculated between different regions of interest
(ROI) that were defined on the basis of previously detected RSNs. In particular, all
visual subnetworks in [33] were taken into account, as well as default mode network
(DMN), sensorimotor network (SMN), auditory network (AN) and the network in
the medial frontal cortex (FN) (see appendix B). All networks were thresholded
at Z = 2.3. Although left and right fronto-parietal networks could be identified
from ICs, those networks were excluded from further FC analysis as artefactual
correlations were observed. Since those RSNs are located very close to the eyes,
spurious correlations most probably resulted from the presence of eye movement-
related artifacts.
In addition to ROIs defined from RSNs, the bilateral lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) was included as an ROI. It was identified based on a visual stimulation
experiment, where the BOLD activation map associated with the stimulation was
obtained through conventional GLM analysis. With respect to previous findings,
the significantly activated voxels within the thalamus were considered to represent
LGN. For one subject (subject B), the medial-anterior thalamus could be identified
isolated in one IC and was thus included as an additional ROI. Table 2.1 summarizes
the ROIs taken into account with a reference to RSNs defined in [33].
To assess BOLD dynamic FC, fMRI preprocessed data as described in section 2.3
underwent additional processing steps that were performed in Matlab using routines
developed in-house. This included linear and quadratic detrending to remove slow
drifts, regression of detrended nuisance variables (6 standard motion parameters
estimated from the fMRI realignment step together with their first temporal deriva-
tives, as well as CSF and WM signal) and bandpass filtering with a 2nd order
Butterworth filter (0.01–0.1Hz). This type of filter is designed to have maximally
flat response in the passband and rolls off towards zero in the stopband (the 2nd
order filter decreases at 12 dB per octave). CSF and WM signals were regressed
from the data as both regions contain mostly physiological noise. However, the mean
brain signal was not regressed out as its impact is still debated in literature. The
choice of parameters used in the processing steps was based on information gained
from literature [38, 41, 70], as well as parameter optimization.
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Table 2.1: ROIs taken into account in BOLD functional connectivity with associa-
tion to brain areas and reference to RSNs defined in [33].
ROI Brain area RSN in [33]
1 pVN-1 medial primary visual cortex 170
2 pVN-2 posterior primary visual cortex 270
3 sVN secondary visual cortex 370
4 dVN-1 dorsal visual stream 470
5 vVN-1 ventral visual stream 570
6 vVN-2 ventral visual stream 670
7 dVN-2 dorsal visual stream 770
8 dVN-3 dorsal visual stream 870
9 DMN “default-mode network” 420
(parietal and frontal cortices)
10 SMN sensorimotor cortex 620
11 AN auditory cortices 720
12 FN medial-frontal cortex 820
13 LGN LGN in visual thalamus
14 Thal medial-anterior thalamus
Dynamic functional connectivity was calculated using the sliding window analy-
sis described in section 1.4.2. However, contrary to conventional approaches, where
connectivity is calculated between ROI mean time courses, our calculation was per-
formed on a voxel-to-mean basis, i.e. every voxel time course within an ROI was
correlated against an ROI mean time course. A single connectivity measure was
then extracted by averaging the correlations over all voxels as given by
rxy =
1
Nx +Ny
(
Nx∑
i=1
cov(xi, y)
σxi σy
+
Ny∑
j=1
cov(x, yj)
σx σyj
)
, (2.6)
where x = 1/Nx
∑Nx
i=1 xi and y = 1/Ny
∑Ny
j=1 yj refer to two different ROI mean time
courses, and Nx and Ny to the number of voxels within both ROIs. This approach
allows to assess both between- and within-FC and is computationally much more
efficient than calculation on a voxel-to-voxel basis. Moreover, only small deviations
in estimated connectivities were observed between a voxel-to-mean approach and
voxel-to-voxel approach. However, more variance in between-ROI connectivity could
be captured by the voxel-to-mean approach compared to the conventional mean-to-
mean approach.
In our exploratory work, window lengths of 30 s, 40 s, 50 s and 60 s were taken into
account, with a time shift of 4 s. This time shift was also used in previous studies
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and appeared short enough to capture the dynamics of FC. Pearson correlation
coefficients r as given by equation 1.12 were Fisher-to-z transformed, which provides
an approximate variance-stabilizing transformation for r following
z =
1
2
ln
(
1 + r
1− r
)
= arctanh (r) (2.7)
2.5 BOLD signal correlation with posterior alpha
power fluctuation
The analysis of correlation between BOLD signal and alpha power fluctuations was
performed through a conventional EEG-derived GLM approach. First, an EEG
regressor of interest was derived by convolving the time-varying alpha power with a
transfer function that provides a link between neuronal activity and BOLD signal.
The transfer function consisted of an informed basis set including the canonical
hemodynamic response function (HRF), as well as its first temporal and dispersion
derivatives [76]. The temporal and dispersion derivatives were used to allow for
variations in the peak response time and the duration of HRF across subjects and
brain regions. The convolved time series was then downsampled to match fMRI
sampling frequency of 0.5Hz.
GLM was performed with FEAT that is part of FMRIB Software Library. In
FEAT, the user can describe the experimental design, upon which a model is created
that is fitted to the fMRI data through multiple regression. In addition, FEAT uses a
robust estimation of time series autocorrelation to prewhiten each voxel’s time series,
which gives better estimation of significant voxels. In our case, the design matrix
of GLM contained additional regressors along with the EEG regressor of interest.
This included 6 standard motion parameters estimated from the fMRI realignment
step, as well as motion outliers estimated using dvars [77] (an explanation of dvars
is given in appendix A). The used design matrix is illustrated in figure 2.4. GLM
modeling included a highpass filter with a cut-off period of 90 s in order to remove
slow unwanted scanner-related drifts. The later effect could also be removed by
including the measurement of the cardiac and respiratory cycles, which however, for
this data set was not recorded. BOLD activation maps (T and Z statistics) were
obtained using a one-tailed t-test. To correct for the multiple comparison problem,
we applied cluster thresholding using a cluster Z threshold of 1.96 and a cluster
p threshold of 0.05. The cluster p threshold defines which voxels get included in
clusters.
2.6 BOLD dynamic functional connectivity correla-
tion with posterior alpha power fluctuation
To correlate BOLD FC between each pair of regions with EEG determined poste-
rior alpha power, a sliding window-averaged time course was constructed by first
convolving the time-varying alpha power with the same window length used for cal-
culating FC and later downsample the signal to match the sampling frequency of
FC (figure 2.5). Following Chang et al. [7], a temporal offset of 5 s was applied when
calculating the sliding-window alpha power to account for the hemodynamic delay
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Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of the design matrix used in GLM analysis for
a typical subject.
of BOLD signal. In addition, sliding-window signals were also constructed for the 6
standard motion parameters estimated from the fMRI realignment step. Both EEG
and motion sliding-window signals were further standardized to zero mean and unit
variance and underwent a multiple regression analysis against the sliding-window FC
between each pair of regions. It should be noted that linear and quadratic trends
were removed before the regression as fast fluctuations were of interest rather than
slow trends. To test for statistical significance, a two-sided Student’s t-test was
performed on the resulting coefficients. To correct for multiple comparisons due to
the number of pair of regions, a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction method was
applied at a significance level of 0.01.
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3.1 EEG artefact correction
3.1.1 Approach 1: Without sensor-based motion correction
The effect of EEG artefact correction could be well visible both in the temporal and
spectral domain of EEG signals. As an example for subject B, a 5 s segment for 15
channels (including occipital Oz, O1, O2 and motion sensors T7 and T8) is presented
at different levels of artefact correction (figure 3.1). Scanner triggers marking the
onset of each fMRI volume are marked with a red line. The first 2.3 s were acquired
before MRI acquisition and it is evident that gradient artefacts in a) completely
dominate the signal over the next 3.7 s. Though not visible from the figure, the
timing of artefact was stable across channels, whereas the amplitude varied consid-
erably (peak-peak amplitude ranged from around 1.000 to even more than 10.000µV
in more peripheral channels) due to different loop areas formed by EEG channels
with the reference and variable gradient field switching. After volume-based gradient
correction with AAS, the EEG signal obtained during fMRI acquisition resembled
the signal recorded before fMRI acquisition, and higher frequency artefact residuals
were minor. This can be seen from the power spectrum of occipital channel PO7
in 3.2, where power was computed using fast Fourier transform as implemented in
Matlab. Note however the residual gradients in 3.1b that remained since the first 3
volume scans were “dummy” (used for calibration of the imaging sequence and thus
slightly different from the others), but could be removed after lowpass filtering with
a cut-off of 70Hz (figure 3.1c).
During exploratory work, gradient artefacts were also corrected with a slice-
based AAS, typically used for gradient correction [47, 51, 58]. Here, slice triggers
were produced by splitting each volume segment in 25 equal intervals. 50 slice seg-
ments were used for template calculation with randomly jittered steps of 4–6 slices
in order not to remove EEG activity of interest. As can be seen from the power
spectrum of occipital channel PO7 in figure 3.2, artefact residuals were high at har-
monics of the fundamental slice repetition frequency (#slices/TR = 12.5Hz) after
slice-based cleaning. This effect was particularly prominent in peripheral channels
and could be only slightly reduced by 10×-upsampled EEG channels to allow fine
tunning of slice triggers in order to maximize the correlation between slice artefacts.
Detailed inspection revealed that the mis-alignment of slice triggers was periodic
and increased linearly during one volume scan. Additionally, it should be noted
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Figure 3.1: Quality of EEG timecourses a) before artefact correction, b) after
volume-based gradient artefact correction via AAS, c) bandpass filtering, d) AAS-
based pulse artefact correction and e) ICA denoising. Red lines represent scanner
triggers, whereas green lines refer to pulse triggers. The blue arrow marks the
remaining artefact due to spontaneous motion, whereas the green arrow indicates
residual gradient artefacts. Results refer to subject B.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of volume-based (blue) and slice-based (red) gradient artefact
correction on the power spectrum of occipital channel PO7. Residual artefacts
contaminate the frequency bins of the slice repetition frequency at 12.5, 25, 37.5
and 50Hz after slice-based cleaning.
that in some channels, slice-based cleaning gave a stronger power reduction in the
0–10Hz frequency band. Taking into account both observations and the fact that
the required upsampling is computationally expensive, we decided for volume-based
cleaning. Note however, that the performance of the gradient cleaning approach is
related to the used imaging sequence and thus, these results cannot be generalized.
Following gradient artefact correction, pulse artefacts were still present in the
signals as marked with green lines in figure 3.1c. It can be seen that the artefacts of
left and right hemisphere electrodes are of opposite polarity (e.g. F7 and F8, as well
as P7 and P8) as described in section 1.5.2. Besides large spatial variability of the
artefact across channels, temporal variability was particularly expressed in occipital
channels (see e.g. O1 and O2). This motivated us to construct the AAS template
from the most correlated artefact segments rather than neighbouring segments. Our
pulse correction algorithm cleaned most of the artefacts, but performed more poorly
where abrupt spontaneous motion was present (see blue arrow in figure 3.1d). Such
intervals were later replaced by the mean value of the signal (figure 3.1e). In addition,
the effect of ICA denoising for the correction of residual gradient artefacts can be
seen in channels Cz and Pz (green arrow in figure 3.1d).
In addition to AAS-based pulse correction, we tested the cleaning with OBS.
Since the same segments were used for computing the average artefact template and
constructing the matrix that underwent PCA, and the mean effect was included in
the OBS, the performance of OBS could be regarded as an extension of AAS that
would account for additional variability in the pulse artefact. As our study focused
on the recovery of alpha oscillation, we analyzed the strength of the alpha spectral
peak relative to background. The later was defined by the average of both adjacent
local minima of the alpha peak. As can be seen from Welch average power spectral
density (PSD) of occipital channels for subject C in figure 3.3, OBS reduced the
power across the whole frequency band, and in particular the alpha power. Similar
decrease in the strength of alpha peak relative to background could be also seen
for other subjects (though not as evident), which motivated the use of AAS-based
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Figure 3.3: Effect of AAS-based (blue) and OBS-based (red) pulse artefact correction
on the recovery of alpha peak in Welch average power spectral density of occipital
channels. Results are presented for subject C, where alpha peak appears very close
to 10.0Hz.
pulse artefact correction. Note that here, the power obtained via Welch method
(as implemented in Matlab) was preferred over the power obtained via fast Fourier
transform since it reduces noise in the estimated power spectra in exchange for
reducing the frequency resolution. Thus, it gives a more accurate estimate of the
power content being of high importance in estimating the alpha peak.
To evaluate the global performance of different artefact correction approaches, we
calculated the average power across channels and subjects for two frequency bands:
a broad frequency band (2–70Hz) and the alpha band (8–12Hz). As can be seen
from figure 3.4, the far largest reduction in broad-band power was obtained after
gradient artefact correction (81%), whereas the corresponding reduction in alpha
power was small (5%). Pulse artefact correction further reduced the power for 18%
and 90% in the broad-band and alpha band, respectively. In both frequency bands,
OBS-based pulse correction accounted for around 15% additional power reduction
relative to AAS-based approach. On the contrary, ICA denoising affected only 3%
and 0.5% of remaining broad-band and alpha band power, respectively, which could
be regarded as a conservative cleaning step.
3.1.2 Approach 2: With sensor-based motion correction
For sensor-based motion correction, a modified AAS-based pulse artefact correction
approach was applied in the preceding step, where the average artefact template
was computed by averaging the closest 50 pulse artefact segments as described in
section 2.2.1. As already mentioned in Methods, this step was not considered as
effective as the one used in the 1st approach to account for the variability in the
artefact, but was adopted for compatibility with motion artefact correction. The
contribution of the later to the signal showed to be relatively stable across subjects
and accounted for 81–92% of variance in the signal, whereas spontaneous motion
and neuronal activity (with residuals) shared a similar amount of variance (3–11%
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Figure 3.4: Effect of artefact correction on average power for broad frequency band
(2–70Hz) and the alpha band (8–12Hz) before and after correction of gradients arte-
facts and pulse artefacts with AAS and OBS. Bar heights represent averages across
channels and subjects, error bars represent standard deviations across subjects.
and 5–8%, respectively) (figure 3.5). Note however, that for subject D, spontaneous
motion accounted for considerably more variance in the signals compared to other
subjects.
In general, the pulse artefact correction approach used in the 2nd approach
showed to be much more conservative than the correction used above, since the
average residual power in the full frequency band across channels and subjects was
around twice the value obtained using the 1st approach, and even higher in the alpha
frequency band. After motion correction, the residual power in the full frequency
band was very close to the value obtained using the 1st approach, but remained
around 20% higher in the alpha frequency band compared to the 1st approach.
These effects can be also seen from the average Welch power spectral densities across
occipital channels in figure 3.6. As evident, different artefact correction approaches
did not considerably alter the shape of spectra, except the removal of the 6–7Hz
peak after motion correction for subject C. Besides the alpha peak that appeared
at 10.25Hz for subject A, 12Hz for subject B, 10Hz for subject C and 9.75Hz
for subject D, additional peaks were present in the spectra, among which two were
92%!
3%! 5%!
85%!
7%! 8%!
90%!
4%! 6%!
81%!
11%!
8%!
Pulse artefact! Spontaneous motion artefact! Neuronal activity & residuals!
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Figure 3.5: Full-band power distribution after gradient artefact correction based
on pulse and motion artefact correction given by the 2nd approach. Percentages
refer to averages across channels for each subject. Note that the alpha-band power
distribution gave similar results.
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Figure 3.6: Average Welch power spectral densities of occipital channels for subjects
A–D obtained through approach 1 (green), approach 2 without motion correction
(blue) and with motion correction (red). In approach 1 and 2, the AAS-based pulse
artefact template was based on the average of the most similar and neighbouring
artefacts, respectively.
particularly strong and were shifted from the alpha peak about 2–4Hz to both higher
and lower frequencies. As their frequency position varied across subjects and they
did not match harmonics of subjects heart beats, they could not be associated with
gradient and pulse artefact residuals, but rather to spontaneous motion that could
even not be completely removed after sensor-based motion correction.
Regarding the recovery of the alpha peak, both artefact correction approaches 1
and 2 with motion correction performed similarly for subjects A and B. However,
for subject C, the motion correction approach outperformed approach 1 in yielding
about 35% higher alpha peak relative to background, whereas for subject D it gave
about 50% lower alpha peak. Moreover, for subjects A and D, approach 2 without
motion correction gave by far the highest relative alpha peak.
3.2 Extraction of representative EEG time series for
alpha power calculation
As explained in section 2.2.2, a representative EEG time course, used for later cal-
culation of alpha power, was extracted by computing the mean signal over occipital
channels (O and PO) and by temporal ICA, applied on 7–13Hz bandpass filtered
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data. This filtering step did not largely affect the time course of posterior α-ICs,
but changed the topography of mixing weights and in general facilitated the identi-
fication of relevant ICs. We observed that if ICA was not applied on filtered data,
in some cases one IC split into two with a topography pattern biased to the left
and right hemisphere, respectively. Contrary to Scheeringa et al. [56] who identified
only one relevant IC with central-posterior topography per subject, we identified two
posterior α-ICs that exhibited a clear peak in the alpha frequency band of Welch’s
power spectral distribution and a posterior topography of the mixing weights. This
observation was consistent across subjects, as can be seen from figure 3.7. α-ICs-1
showed more peripheral-posterior topography and explained the most variance in
the data. On the other hand, α-ICs-2 explained less variance in the data and had a
more medial-posterior topography. Regarding the recovery of the alpha peak, α-IC-
1 in some cases gave very similar results to α-IC-2 (approximately 50–60% higher
alpha power relative to the background for subject A and B), whereas for subjects
C and D, the peak revealed by α-IC-2 was 3-times and even 10-times higher than in
α-IC-1. On the other hand, the alpha peak identified from the average signal over
occipital channels (see figure 3.6) showed to be in most cases higher or only slightly
smaller (subject B) than the alpha peak in α-IC-1. To give a preference to either the
channel- or component-based EEG time course, we next analysed BOLD correlates
for each of them.
After additional motion correction, we identified α-ICs that in general had both
similar spectra and topographies as shown in figure 3.7. Also the increase in alpha
power relative to the background was similar except for α-IC-2 for subject C, where
the already strong alpha peak increased by additional 35%.
3.3 BOLD functional connectivity
3.3.1 BOLD static functional connectivity
For subjects A, B and D, almost all RSNs given in table 2.1 could be identified using
BOLD static FC analysis as shown in appendix B, figures B.1–B.4, whereas only a
few of them could be identified for subject C. Among the visual subnetworks, both
medial and posterior primary visual networks (pVN-1, pVN-2) could be observed in
subjects A, B and D, whereas subject C revealed only pVN-2. In all subjects, LGN
was observed in pVN (most strongly for subject C) and for subject B also appeared
in sVN together with voxels within the pulvinar region 1. In some cases, only left
or right LGN could be observed, which is most probably due to the used 1.5mm
interslice gap. Visual subnetworks associated with the dorsal and ventral visual
stream were in most cases detected together and for subject B could include part
of the pulvinar region. The pulvinar region could also be seen in auditory network
(subject B, D) and sensorimotor network (subject B). In addition to visual thalamus,
medial-anterior thalamus was observed in DMN (subject A, D), FN (subject A) and
as a separate RSN for subject B.
1 Based on the study of Liu et al. [54], the position of pulvinar was assumed to be more medial
and anterior relative to LGN.
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(b) Subject A: Posterior α-IC-2
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(c) Subject B: Posterior α-IC-1
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(d) Subject B: Posterior α-IC-2
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(e) Subject C: Posterior α-IC-1
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(f) Subject C: Posterior α-IC-2
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(g) Subject D: Posterior α-IC-1
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(h) Subject D: Posterior α-IC-2
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Figure 3.7: Welch power spectral densities of different time series for subject A–D.
The subject-specific alpha peak is marked with arrow on the spectra, as well as the
topographies of the IC mixing weights.
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3.3.2 BOLD dynamic functional connectivity
BOLD dynamic FC was calculated between different ROIs (previously identified
RSNs and LGN) on the sliding window basis using the voxel-to-mean approach.
Here, a single connectivity value was derived by averaging all the connectivities be-
tween the mean signal of a certain ROI and all voxels contained in another (or same)
ROI. Compared to the voxel-to-voxel approach, where an average across all connec-
tivities between voxels in a certain ROI and voxels within another (or same) ROI
is computed, the voxel-to-mean approach showed to be computationally much less
demanding and yielded both higher average connectivity values and lower standard
deviation of estimated connectivity, although the pattern of fluctuating connectivity
remained similar in both approaches. This effect can be seen on figure 3.8, referring
to connectivities within medial primary visual network (pVN-1) for subject B after
different denoising steps as explained later. Here, full curves refer to average connec-
tivity, whereas dotted curves refer to standard deviation of estimated connectivity,
and blue and red colour refer to the voxel-to-mean and voxel-to-voxel approach,
respectively. In addition, the effect of different denoising steps on the calculation
of FC can be seen, which included the detrending of linear and quadratic terms,
regression of 6 standard motion parameters and their temporal derivatives together
with the regression of WM and CSF signal, as well as a final bandpass filtering step
to reduce slow scanner related drifts and physiological noise present in the signal. It
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Figure 3.8: Effect of fMRI data denoising on time varying FC within medial primary
visual network (pVN-1) for subject B after subsequent regression of a) 6 motion
parameters, b) temporal derivatives of motion parameters, c) WM and CSF signals
and d) bandpass filtering. Full curves refer to average connectivity, dotted curves
to standard deviation of estimated connectivity, and blue and red colour refer to
the voxel-to-mean and voxel-to-voxel approach, respectively. Results were acquired
using a window length of 30 s.
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Figure 3.9: Effect of sliding window length on voxel-to-mean based dynamic FC
within a) medial primary visual network (pVN-1), and b) secondary visual network
(sVN) for subject B. Window lengths of 30, 40, 50 and 60 s were evaluated.
can be seen that a clearly visible switching between low and high connectivity could
only be observed after the regression of WM and CSF signal (3.8c) and became
even more apparent after filtering (3.8d). On the other hand, the connectivities
did not significantly change after the regression of temporal derivatives of motion
parameters compared to regression of motion parameters alone. During exploratory
work, we tested different filter orders used in previous studies, i.e. 2nd, 4th and 6th
Butterworth filter [43, 70, 77], and noticed that a 2nd order filter affected the signal
the least, which was thus selected for further calculation of FC.
To study the effect of different window lengths on dynamic FC, window lengths
of 30, 40, 50 and 60 s were tested. As can be seen from figure 3.9, 30 and 40 s window
lengths could capture the slower FC dynamic within pVN-1, as well as the faster
connectivity within secondary visual network (sVN) for subject B. On the other
hand, the pattern of switching connectivity could almost not be detected for sVN
when using a window length of 60 s.
Next, we assessed the variability in dynamic FC across different ROIs for sub-
ject B. From figure 3.10 it follows that FC was stable for < 1min to around 2min.
Moreover, the connectivity fluctuations between pVN-1 and different visual networks
appeared to be similar (a,b), as well as between LGN and visual networks (e-g), and
at the same time were faster than connectivity fluctuations involving auditory and
sensorimotor networks (c,d,h,i). To get an explanation for low and high connectivi-
ties, we explored in detail the dynamics of FC between pVN-1 and LGN in relation
to BOLD mean signals of both networks. As evident from figure 3.11, low connec-
tivity (green dotted curve) appeared either when signals varied in their timing, as
well as amplitude. Detailed inspection of figure 3.10 further revealed interesting
observations. While connectivities between different visual networks were positive,
connectivities involving AN and SMN fluctuated between positive and negative val-
ues. Moreover, the standard deviation of these connectivities was found to be even
larger than the mean value. These effects were observed also in other subjects for
connectivities between well distinct ROIs, which calls for careful interpretation of
following BOLD FC correlates of alpha power fluctuations.
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Figure 3.10: Time varying voxel-to-mean based FC between different ROIs for sub-
ject B. Results were acquired using a window length of 30 s. Note that panels have
different y-scale.
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Figure 3.11: FC dynamics between pVN-1 and LGN in relation to BOLD mean
signals of both networks.
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3.4 BOLD signal correlation with posterior alpha
power fluctuation
During exploratory work of EEG-derived GLM analysis, the following parameters
were tested: spatial smoothing of fMRI data with 3 vs. 5mm FWHM Gaussian ker-
nel, 1 vs. 2Hz frequency interval used for the the extraction of time-varying posterior
alpha power, and the use of an informed basis with temporal and dispersion deriva-
tives along with canonical HRF. The choice of the frequency interval showed to have
almost negligible effect on the calculation of EEG regressor and GLM maps showed
only a small preference for the 2Hz interval. On the other hand, spatial smoothing
affected the activity map largely. Although the smallest possible smoothing was
desired in order to enable precise mapping of thalamic nuclei, figure 3.12a shows
that 5mm spatial smoothing was required to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The
choice of an informed basis had negligible effect on the outcome of GLM analysis
compared to spatial smoothing. However, an improved performance was obtained
with the incorporation of both temporal and dispersion derivatives, with a prefer-
ence for temporal derivative that accounted for latencies in the peak response time
(see figure 3.12c).
Thresholded GLM maps (Z statistics corrected for multiple comparisons) of
BOLD correlates to posterior alpha power fluctuation are presented in figure 3.13.
Each subfigure was derived using a regressor obtained after alpha power extrac-
tion from the channel-based signal presented in figure 3.6 (green curve) and the IC
sources presented in figure 3.7, and subsequent convolution with the informed basis
set. On a subject-level basis, both positive and negative correlations appear statis-
tically significant for a cluster Z threshold of 1.96 and a cluster p value of 0.05. It
can be seen that areas of positive and negative correlation differ between subjects
and even between the channel- and component-based EEG regressor approaches for
a given subject. However, except subject C (figure 3.13g), negative correlations
were consistently found to dominate visual areas of the brain, which is in line with
previous studies of BOLD-alpha correlates [3, 5, 6, 54, 56]. These areas include
primary visual cortex in the occipital lobe (figure 3.13a,b,f,j,k,l), secondary visual
cortex (figure 3.13l), as well as cortices along the dorsal and ventral visual streams
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Figure 3.12: Effect of a) 3mm and b) 5mm spatial smoothing of fMRI data and c)
the use of an informed basis set with temporal and dispersion derivatives along with
canonical HRF on GLM analysis. Note the temporal shift in c) between model fit
using only canonical HRF (green) and additional derivatives (blue).
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Figure 3.13: Subject-specific GLM maps (Z statistics thresholded at Z = 1.96)
of BOLD correlates to posterior alpha power fluctuation for different regressors
obtained from the time courses given in figure 3.7. Green coloured area refers to
LGN identified from visual stimulation experiment. The coordinates of presented
slices and brain orientation are shown on the figures, where P denotes posterior, A
anterior, I inferior, S superior, R right and L left (continued).
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Figure 3.13: Subject-specific GLM maps (Z statistics thresholded at Z = 1.96)
of BOLD correlates to posterior alpha power fluctuation for different regressors
obtained from the time courses given in figure 3.7. Green coloured area refers to
LGN identified from visual stimulation experiment. The coordinates of presented
slices and brain orientation are shown on the figures, where P denotes posterior, A
anterior, I inferior, S superior, R right and L left.
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Figure 3.14: Association of negative BOLD correlates from figure 3.13b,f,k to pos-
terior alpha power fluctuation with subject-specific primary visual network. Maps
of BOLD correlates (blue) are overlapped on primary visual network (red-yellow).
Green coloured area refers to LGN identified from visual stimulation experiment.
that extend across parietal and temporal lobes (figure 3.13d,e,l). In addition, nega-
tive correlations were found in auditory and sensorimotor cortex for subject B and
D (figure 3.13d,e,j,k,l), which has also been observed previously [3, 5, 6, 54, 61].
For subject A, B, and D one component-based regressor derived negative BOLD
correlates (figure 3.13b,f,k), where the primary visual cortex was almost isolated as
can be be seen from figure 3.14. Here, maps of negative BOLD correlates (blue)
overlap the whole primary visual network identified from ICA-based static func-
tional connectivity (red-yellow). By overlapping the area of LGN (green colour)
identified through visual stimulation we also noticed a strong negative correlation
in visual thalamus, which could also include part of pulvinar along with LGN. Con-
trary to static functional connectivity that detected only traces of LGN along with
detected primary visual network, EEG-derived GLM analysis revealed that negative
BOLD correlations overlapped one (figure 3.14a) or both LGN (figure 3.14b) almost
perfectly.
Positive BOLD correlation with posterior alpha power was detected in medial-
anterior thalamus when using posterior α-IC-2 as regressor for both subject B and
D (figure 3.15) and posterior α-IC-1 for subject C. In addition, positive correlation
could also be identified in medial frontal cortex for subject C and D. On the con-
trary, for subject A, both medial-anterior thalamus and medial frontal cortex showed
negative correlations when using posterior α-IC-1 as regressor. However, since much
of positive correlation appeared very close or even within ventricles, the possibility
of contamination with physiological noise cannot be excluded when interpreting re-
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Figure 3.15: Identification of positive correlation between BOLD signal and posterior
α-IC-2 in medial-anterior thalamus for subject D.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between channel-based and component-based time varying
EEG regressors obtained from the time courses given in figure 3.7 for a) subject B,
and b) subject D.
sults of positive correlations (which particularly refers for subject C). Interestingly
to note, subject C that exhibited the strongest alpha peak (see figure 3.7) for all
analyzed time courses and had minimal motion-related artefacts in both EEG sig-
nals and fMRI data, revealed correlations that were mostly present in ventricles and
close to the eyeballs and thus associated with spurious correlation of no neuronal
origin.
Figure 3.13 shows that similar results were derived for BOLD correlates when
using the channel-based and component-based approach with posterior α-IC-1 for
EEG regressor calculation. However, the channel-based approach in general gave
much stronger correlation in visual areas and smaller correlation in non-visual areas.
This was particularly apparent for subject A (compare figure 3.13a and b) and helped
to identify a larger part of thalamus that correlated negatively for subject B and
D. The resemblance in performance between channel-based and component-based
approach with α-IC-1 is also evident by comparing channel-based and component-
based time varying EEG regressors in figure 3.16 for subject B and D. Note however
the different time-varying response of α-IC-2 regressor. Interestingly, for subject B,
both the timing and amplitudes of α-IC-2 fluctuations were different compared to
the mean occipital channel regressor and α-IC-1, whereas for subject D, the timing
of regressors was similar and deviations appeared in amplitudes. These changes
between regressors agree with changes in GLM maps.
The results presented in section 3.1.2 showed that there was not a consistent
preference for any of the three artefact correction approaches (approach 1, approach
2 without and with motion correction) regarding the recovery of the alpha peak
from the average signal of occipital channels. However, EEG-derived GLM anal-
ysis revealed that consistently across all subjects (except subject C that showed
only spurious correlations as above) the 1st approach identified stronger negative
correlations in the visual brain areas.
Despite the fact that the motion correction approach appeared to remove some
neuronal activity of interest, motion-cleaned component-based regressors originated
GLM maps that were very similar to the maps obtained with the regressors from
the 1st artefact correction approach. This is in line with the observed resemblance
between IC spectra and topographies. Moreover, as shown in figure 3.17 for subject
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Figure 3.17: The power spectrum and topography of mixing weights for one posterior
α-IC obtained after motion correction and the corresponding GLM map (Z statistics
threshold at Z = 1.96) of it’s BOLD correlates for subject C.
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Figure 3.18: The power spectrum and topography of mixing weights for one posterior
α-IC obtained after motion correction and the corresponding GLM map (Z statistics
threshold at Z = 1.96) of it’s BOLD correlates for subject A.
C, one component-based regressor that showed a 35% increase in the relative alpha
peak compared to the peak found in figure 3.7f, identified a significant negative cor-
relation in the primary visual cortex, LGN (although not visible from the presented
axial slice) and also DMN. In addition, subject A revealed one additional motion
cleaned regressor that derived significant negative correlations in the primary and
secondary visual cortex, as well as auditory cortex, whereas positive correlations
could be observed in DMN (figure 3.18). These results were in line with the results
found for other subjects, as well as with previous studies.
3.5 BOLD dynamic functional connectivity correla-
tion with posterior alpha power fluctuation
Results of BOLD FC showed that the switching of connectivity could be best cap-
tured by 30 and 40 s window lengths. As can be seen from figure 3.19, both window
lengths gave also similar significant correlations (p < 0.01) between sliding-window
alpha power fluctuations of α-IC-2 signal and FC dynamics for subject B. Here,
between and within ROI FCs are shown whose strength correlated either positively
(red) or negatively (blue) with the amplitude of alpha power. The strength of cor-
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Figure 3.19: Significant correlations (p < 0.01) between sliding-window alpha power
fluctuations of α-IC-2 signal and FC dynamics for subject B as captured by a) 30 s
and b) 40 s window lengths. Between and within ROI FCs are shown whose strength
correlated either positively (red) or negatively (blue) with the amplitude of alpha
power. The strength of correlation is marked with colour transparency.
relation is marked with colour transparency. In addition to positive correlations
revealed by both window lengths, some weak negative correlations could be only
captured by a 30 s or 40 s window. Similar effects were also found for other subjects
and different alpha power time courses. For a reliable analysis, only stable corre-
lations were interpreted as significant, i.e. correlations that could be captured by
both window lengths.
In figure 3.19 significant positive correlations alpha - BOLD FC could be associ-
ated with connectivities between LGN and all visual networks, as well as within and
between dorsal and ventral visual networks. As an example, the well matched fluc-
tuation of alpha power and FC between LGN and pVN-1 is shown in figure 3.20a.
Given the resemblance of FC between LGN and different visual networks (see fig-
ure 3.10), similar matching was also observed for other visual networks. However,
during exploratory work we found that particularly these correlations could only
be captured by prior linear and quadratic detrending of both dynamic FC and
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Figure 3.20: a) Well matched fluctuation of sliding-window alpha power IC-2 signal
and FC between LGN and pVN-1 and, b) Pearson correlation coefficients r between
alpha power signal (EEG) and six motion signals (M1–M6) for subject B.
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all regressors used in multiple regression analysis (sliding-window alpha power and
sliding-window motion signals) - compare both non-detrended sliding-window alpha
power in supplementary figure B.5f with detrended alpha power in figure 3.20a and
non-detrended FC in figure 3.10e with detrended FC in figure 3.20a. Linear trends
could also be seen in [43] (figure 1) but authors do not comment on removing them
prior regression neither do authors in [7, 56].
In addition to detrending, we found that the incorporation of additional motion
confounds in the regression analysis was necessary in order to prevent some spurious
correlations. Even though motion time series were regressed out of the fMRI sig-
nals at the preprocessing stage, relatively high correlations were observed between
sliding-window alpha power and motion signals. As can be seen from figure 3.20b,
Pearson correlation coefficient of around 0.6 was found between the alpha power
signal and the time course of rotations about the x-axis (M1).
With the data analysis approach described above, we next examined correlations
alpha – BOLD FC across different channel- and component-based alpha power sig-
nals for all subjects. All results are summarized in supplementary figure B.6. Note
that for subject C, no significant correlations were observed, and that for subjects
A and D, sliding-window α-IC-1 yielded only spurious correlations (see also supple-
mentary figure B.5b,h for the alpha power signals). The strongest correlations were
revealed by sliding-window alpha power signals, for which GLM analysis showed ori-
gins in the primary visual network, i.e. channel-based alpha power signal for subject
A (figure 3.21a), α-IC-2 for subject B (figure 3.19), as well as both channel-based
alpha power signal and α-IC-2 (figure 3.22a) for subject D.
For subject A, both negative and positive significant correlations were observed
between channel-based sliding-window alpha power fluctuations and FC dynamics
(figure 3.21a). Negative correlations were associated with connectivities between
pVN, as well as sVN, DMN and SMN, and dorso-ventral visual networks. These
correlations were the strongest for sVN, for which strong negative correlations were
also observed for connectivities with SMN, AN and LGN. On the other hand, strong
positive correlations were observed for connectivities linking FN with all visual net-
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Figure 3.21: a) Significant correlations (p < 0.01) between channel-based sliding-
window alpha power fluctuations and FC dynamics; b) the matching between alpha
power fluctuation and FC between pVN and FN, as well as sVN and FN for subject
A. Zero-valued data points in the alpha power signal were not taken into account in
the regression analysis.
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works. As a check of negative correlations, figure 3.21b shows the matching between
alpha power fluctuation and FC between pVN and FN, as well as sVN and FN
(both shown as strong correlations). For the latter, this matching is quite accu-
rate, whereas for the former it is less pronounced. Inaccurate correlations were
most probably derived due to the small number of data points taken into account
in the regression analysis (zero-valued data points of the alpha power signal were
affected by large motion). Hence, correlation results derived for this subject should
be interpreted carefully.
For subject D, only positive correlations were seen for both channel-based alpha
power signal and α-IC-2 (figure 3.22 refers to α-IC-2) and were associated with FC
linking visual networks and SMN, as well as AN. All these networks showed negative
correlation with the BOLD signal as revealed by GLM analysis. As an example, the
matching between the alpha power signal and FC between pVN and AN is shown
in figure 3.22b. Although part of data points could not be taken into account, the
first 120 s interval confirms the high correlation value.
Next, we analyzed correlation results obtained for component-based, motion-
cleaned sliding-window alpha power. Consistent with the results obtained from
the GLM analysis, also sliding-window alpha power correlations with BOLD FC in
general did not largely change after applying motion correction. For the two addi-
tionally found motion cleaned alpha regressors, for whom the GLM analysis derived
negative correlation between the BOLD signal and alpha power (figures 3.17,3.18),
correlation results are presented in figure 3.23. For subject A, positive correlations
were associated with FC linking dorso-ventral visual networks, as well as auditory
network. On the other hand, negative correlations were found for FC between the
visual network and SMN, as well as DMN, with some additional FC between net-
work pairs FN-AN and FN-DMN. For subject C, only negative correlations were
observed for FC between visual networks and FN, as well as DMN. Note that for
this subject, pVN-1, sVN and networks across the dorso-ventral stream could not
be identified as ROI, which could explain the lack of positive correlations.
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Figure 3.22: a) Significant correlations (p < 0.01) between sliding-window alpha
power IC-2 signal fluctuations and FC dynamics; b) the matching between alpha
power fluctuation and FC between pVN and AN for subject D. Zero-valued data
points in the alpha power signal were not taken into account in the regression anal-
ysis.
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Figure 3.23: Significant correlations (p < 0.01) between motion cleaned sliding-
window alpha power fluctuations and FC dynamics for a) subject A and b) subject
C. The power spectra of regressors are shown in figures 3.18 and 3.17 for subject A
and C, respectively.
3.6 Results from an additional subject recording
In a subsequent pilot acquisition, an additional 10min resting state EEG-fMRI
recording was performed on a new subject (subject E) using the same EEG data
acquisition paradigm as described in section 2.1. However, for the fMRI recording,
simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) EPI was used, i.e. an accelerated fMRI sequences
that provides increased temporal resolution. To provide whole-brain coverage, 78
sagittal slices were acquired per volume with 2× acceleration and phase encoding in
the anterior-posterior direction with 2× GRAPPA acceleration, 7/8 partial Fourier
imaging. The spatial resolution was 1.8× 1.8× 1.8mm3 without any interslice gap,
TR/TE = 1572/25ms and flip angle 78 ◦.
EEG data were preprocessed using the approach without sensor-based motion
correction described in section 2.2.1 as it showed to be effective enough to derive
reliable correlation results. In fact, as gradient artefacts appeared above around
25Hz due to the fast imaging sequence, a simple low-pass filtering with a cut-off
of 20Hz showed to be sufficient for gradient artefact correction. fMRI data were
preprocessed as described in section 2.3, without slice-timing correction since slices
were acquired in a non-standard way. Note that although a lower spatial smoothing
could be used for this data set, 5mm spatial smoothing was applied also for this data
set to enable direct comparison with results obtained from other subjects. Other
data analysis approaches remained the same.
As can be seen from figure B.7 in appendices, almost all visual subnetworks
could be identified as separate RSNs at a single-subject level, contrary to subjects
A-D, where particularly visual networks of the ventro-dorsal stream were identified
together. Moreover, left and right fronto-parietal networks (FpN-L, FpN-R), as well
as other networks showed much higher functional sensitivity as a result of longer
and faster data sampling. Longer acquisition also resulted in a high alpha peak of
two ICs with medial posterior topography of mixing weights (6× and 3× increase
in power relative to background as seen from figures 3.24 and 3.25, respectively).
A high alpha peak could be clearly seen even from the average signal of occipital
channels.
In line with the results obtained from other subjects, GLM analysis was assumed
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Figure 3.24: The power spectrum and topography of mixing weights of one posterior
α-IC that showed significant correlations with the BOLD signal (see GLM maps)
and BOLD functional connectivities for subject E.
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Figure 3.25: The power spectrum and topography of mixing weights of one posterior
α-IC that showed significant correlations with the BOLD signal (see GLM maps)
and BOLD functional connectivities for subject E.
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to reveal negative correlations in pVN, as identified by static FC (figure B.7). How-
ever, only a small part of pVN showed significant negative correlations between
alpha power and BOLD signal when using one posterior α-IC (figure 3.24), whereas
the other IC revealed strong negative correlations in sVN and most probably also
pulvinar (figure 3.25). Weak negative correlations in pVN could result due to motion
artefacts present in the EEG signal. Nevertheless, the location of negative corre-
lations found for both ICs agrees with the results found in other subjects, as well
as the positive correlation found in medial-anterior thalamus in figure 3.24. Here,
additional positive correlation was found in FpN-R.
Both α-ICs revealed significant correlations between BOLD FC and sliding-
window alpha power that in general agree with the results found for subjects B
and D (figures 3.19,3.22), as well as subjects A and C after motion correction (fig-
ure 3.23). Positive correlations were associated with FC linking visual networks, as
well as visual networks and auditory network, whereas negative correlations referred
to FC between visual networks and DMN, as well as both FpNs. Note that LGN was
not included as an ROI since the visual stimulation experiment was not performed
for this subject.
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4.1 The effect of EEG artefact correction on the
detection of BOLD correlates of alpha rhythm
The results showed that the reduction of the relative power after gradient artefact
correction was much stronger in the broad-frequency band compared to the alpha
band. This most probably resulted since gradient artefacts dominated the harmonic
frequency bins of the slice repetition frequency (>12.5Hz). On the other hand,
the opposite relation was observed after pulse artefact correction. Moreover, spatial
variability was high in both gradient and pulse artefacts due to different loop areas
formed by the EEG leads. For the gradient artefact, in particular, the shape of the
artefact during slice selection varied across channels, which is possibly due to a com-
bination of spoilers, slice selection gradient, as well as dephasing and rephasing gra-
dients. Thus, channel-based artefact correction was favoured. However, contrary to
pulse artefacts, gradient artefacts were temporally highly reproducible, which made
them suitable for AAS-based correction. Slice-based and volume-based correction
performed similarly (figure 3.2), although the later was computationally much more
efficient since data upsampling was not required. Residual gradient artefacts were
minor and appeared only in non-occipital channels, wherefore OBS was not applied
for additional residual reduction as in [51] since it could remove some neurophysi-
ological signal of interest even in channels not contaminated with gradient artefact
residuals. We rather applied ICA at a final stage of artefact correction and removed
only clearly artefactual components related to gradient artefact residuals and eye
blinking, for which the mixing weights were small in occipital channels. ICA de-
noising has already shown to effectively remove small artefact residuals [43, 54, 55],
although the method in principle assumes spatial stationarity of the signals, which
does not hold for the EEG signals as different loop areas are formed by the EEG
leads and the scalp.
The temporal variability of the pulse artefact would logically favour OBS rather
than AAS-based correction. However, as it would be hard to control the impact
of variance reduction in each channel by using OBS, a modified AAS with average
artefact template based on the most similar artefacts seemed preferable and indeed
revealed slightly superior performance than OBS (figure 3.3). Moreover, it reduced
considerably more power across the broad frequency band than AAS with average
artefact template based on the neighbouring artefacts as used in the 2nd approach
of artefact correction. In addition, the alpha regressor obtained through the 1st
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approach predicted much stronger significant negative correlations with the BOLD
signal in the visual network compared to the regressor obtained after using the 2nd
approach. Taking into account that for subjects A and D, approach 2 without motion
correction gave by far the highest relative alpha peak, but not a GLM map of the
strongest significant correlations, the relative height of the alpha peak should not be
directly associated with the best artefact correction approach as also observed from
the GLM results. The results suggest that even strong alpha peaks may include
residual artefacts.
When using the 1st approach, the average signal of occipital channels showed
similar spectral power distribution as obtained after additional sensor-based motion
correction (figure 3.6), as well as similar BOLD signal - alpha and BOLD FC -
alpha correlation results. This suggests that most variance in the pulse artefact
resulted due to spontaneous motion that could be effectively reduced by both the
1st correction approach and sensor-based motion correction. However, as evident
from the recovery of the alpha peak, the motion correction approach was preferable
in the case where it had only a modest impact on power reduction, i.e. where
spontaneous motion accounted for 3 and 4% variance in the signal after gradient
artefact correction for subjects A and C, respectively (figure 3.5). On the other
hand, for subject D, where motion correction reduced 11% of signal variance, its
performance was too aggressive since part of the signal of interest was removed.
These findings were also supported by both BOLD signal - alpha and BOLD FC
- alpha correlation results. Only after motion correction, the alpha regressors for
subjects A and C showed significant BOLD signal and FC correlations that were in
line with findings found for other subjects (B, D, E) when using the 1st correction
approach. On the other hand, for subject D, where motion correction seemed too
aggressive, the GLM analysis revealed only spurious correlations and no correlations
could be found between the sliding-window alpha power and BOLD FC.
It is worth mentioning that too aggressive motion correction for subject D could
potentially happen as a result of contaminated sensor signals by neuronal-activity
information, which could be due to some bridging with hair and gel. However, since
measurements performed outside the MRI scanner did not reveal any presence of
alpha, it is more likely that the aggressive motion correction was due to overfit-
ting effects. The later could result due to artefacts present in the alpha range, as
also observed from the power spectra. Nevertheless, this issue needs to be better
investigated in the future.
4.2 Measures of EEG alpha power fluctuations for
BOLD-fMRI prediction
Although to our knowledge only one study [56] reported the use of ICA for alpha
power signal extraction, we observed a clear preference for using a component-based
alpha regressor. As evident from the power spectra and topographies of IC mixing
weights (figure 3.7), the signal of α-IC-1 explained most of the average signal from
occipital channels (note that the highest mixing weights are present in the occipital
channels O and PO). The resemblance between both signals was also revealed by the
GLM analysis (figure 3.13) and less by correlation analysis between BOLD FC and
sliding-window alpha power (see the results for subject B in figure B.6). However,
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functional connectivity
the fact that α-IC-1 predicted wider and stronger significant negative correlations
with the BOLD signal in visual areas compared to the channel-based regressor,
suggests that the component-based regressor was most probably less contaminated
with residual artefacts, captured by other IC. Nevertheless, as clearly seen from
the GLM results for subject B, α-IC-1 (as well as channel-based regressor) could
not always map the primary visual cortex, where the alpha rhythm is believed to
originate. On the other hand, α-IC-2 showed negative correlations with the BOLD
signal in primary visual cortex, as well as the visual thalamus including LGN and
most probably also pulvinar, consistently across subjects (for subjects A and C,
we refer to the results obtained after motion correction as explained in previous
section). Moreover, α-IC-2 derived also correlation results between sliding-window
alpha power and BOLD FC, for which a common interpretation could be made across
subjects (for a discussion refer to the next section). Finally, since this component had
also a central posterior topography of mixing weights, i.e. high weights concentrated
in the primary visual cortex, and for some subjects showed a very prominent alpha
spectral peak (subjects C, D, E), it could be considered as the most representative
of posterior alpha oscillations.
4.3 Estimation of correlations between alpha and
dynamic BOLD functional connectivity
Contrary to EEG-derived GLM analysis, which is the most common approach of
finding BOLD correlates to EEG activity, the search for correlation between BOLD
FC and rhythmic EEG power is a very new area of investigation. Given that until
now only three studies report about the correlates of the alpha rhythm [7, 43, 56],
there are not yet well defined guidelines for its application and used methodolo-
gies differ considerably. Whereas two of them [7, 43] applied the sliding window
approach, one of them was based on a psycho–physiological interaction (PPI) anal-
ysis [56]. We selected the sliding window approach since it is the most widely used
approach to assess FC alone, and recommendations have been put for the analysis
of fMRI data including detrending, regression of nuisance variables and the selec-
tion of window lengths. Regarding the later, window lengths of around 30–60 s have
been commonly used and it was shown that lengths longer than 60 s could entirely
miss the fluctuating FC [39], which agrees with our observations (figure 3.9), as well
as the observation that FCs appeared stable at a time scale of <1min to around
2min (figure 3.10). In addition, we saw a progressive diminishing of FC structure
at window lengths above 40 s, previously also observed by Leonardi et al. [40], and
thus restricted the estimation of BOLD FC to 30 and 40 s windows. Hence, given
that window lengths of 40 s and 2min were used in [7] and [43], respectively, the
results from a 2min sliding window analysis cannot be directly compared with our
results since they could capture different FC dynamics.
In order not to restrict further correlation between BOLD FC and alpha power
to only FC between different ROIs, the voxel-to-mean sliding window approach
enabled additional estimation of FC within ROIs as also captured by Chang et al. [7].
Moreover, by estimating FC between different ROIs based on RSNs, we assessed
whole-brain FC contrary to restricting FC between a small number of predefined
seed regions as Chang et al. [7] and Scheeringa et al. [56] (the later restricted the
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study to FCs between primary visual cortex and different predefined seed brain
regions). A whole-brain FC was also estimated by Tagliazucchi et al. [43], where
ROIs were defined on the basis of an anatomical atlas. This approach requires
that fMRI data is registered to a common brain template, which is commonly used
for multi-subject analysis. Since we aimed for a single-subject analysis and some
brain activity in small brain structures such as LGN could be greatly reduced or
even lost after registration, RSN-based FC was preferred. However, for subjects
A–D, particularly networks of the ventro-dorsal visual stream were identified as a
combined RSN. This resulted due to both short acquisition time and small brain
coverage. Partly improper identification of RSNs, as well as short acquisition, thus
limited the correlation results, although their interpretation could be further clarified
with an additional subject recording using both longer and faster data sampling, and
whole-brain coverage.
4.4 Possible generators and mediators of the alpha
rhythm
The results from our EEG-fMRI study demonstrate that significant and consistent
BOLD signal correlates of posterior alpha rhythms could be captured at 7T, on a
single subject level and from only 4 min of resting state data. Although the used
5mm FWHM spatial smoothing was considerably larger than the 2mm smooth-
ing required for simultanoues EEG-fMRI visually evoked paradigms at 7T [58], it
was still much lower than 8mm FWHM smoothing, typically used in resting state
EEG-fMRI at 1.5 and 3T at even longer acquisition times [3, 43, 56]. However, the
additional recording that was acquired using a longer (10 min) and faster data sam-
pling showed that high functional sensitivity could already be captured at FWHM
of 2mm.
Significant negative correlations (Z > 1.96) between the alpha regressor α-IC-2
and the BOLD signal that were consistently found across subjects dominated the
primary visual cortex, LGN and pulvinar. For some subjects, significant negative
correlations were also found in cortices along the dorsal and ventral visual streams,
as well as auditory and sensorimotor cortex that agree with the findings from the
literature [3, 5, 6, 54, 56, 61]. The correlations in auditory and sensorimotor cortex
could also refer to tau and rolandic mu rhythms that appear in about the same
frequency band as alpha rhythm and are known to originate in the auditory and
sensorimotor cortex, respectively [8]. Tau rhythm is reduced upon sound stimuli,
whereas mu rhythm appears when the subject is at rest and blocked by move-
ment. Besides the sensorimotor cortex, mu rhythm has also been recorded in the
ventral postero-lateral thalamic nucleus that is located very close to pulvinar (see
figure 1.14).
In addition to negative correlations, the GLM analysis showed significant positive
correlations in medial-anterior thalamus (subjects B, D, E) that were also found in
two of the above studies [6, 54], whereas positive correlations found in medial frontal
cortex (subject D) and DMN (subject A after motion correction) were only found
by Mantini et al. [6]. Additional positive correlations found in fronto-parietal cortex
(subject E) have not been reported so far. All these networks as well as medial-
anterior thalamus have shown to be involved in cognitive, learning and memory
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processes, that oppose the relaxing state of high alpha activity [65]. Thus, it is quite
interesting that these networks are associated with opposite (positive) correlation
than found in visual networks.
The identification of negative correlations in pulvinar and LGN along with pos-
itive correlation in medial-anterior thalamus are in line with group-level maps of
BOLD signal correlates identified by Liu et al. [54]. However, our results show a
finer interpretation of BOLD correlates to posterior alpha power with association to
static functional connectivity as revealed by ICA derived RSNs. In particular, we
observed that negative correlations in LGN (and most probably also pulvinar) ap-
peared along with detected primary visual cortex across all subjects (the strongest
correlations in LGN were found for subjects B and C). In all cases, LGN was also
identified in RSNs defining primary visual cortex as described above, but not pul-
vinar or other thalamic nuclei. On the other hand, pulvinar was identified in the
auditory RSN for subject A and D, and in the sensorimotor cortex for subject B.
In line with this finding, negative correlations were observed at areas of pulvinar
(it’s position relative to LGN was assumed based on the study of Liu et al. [54])
along with detected negative correlation in auditory or sensorimotor network. Nev-
ertheless, due to the close proximity of the ventral postero-lateral thalamic nucleus
to pulvinar, part of our reference to pulvinar should most probably also include
the reference to ventral postero-lateral thalamic nucleus, where mu rhythm has
been recorded. Static functional connectivity analysis further revealed that medial-
anterior thalamus was detected together with RSNs of DMN (subject A, D) and
prefrontal network (subject A). In line with this finding, medial-anterior thalamus
appeared to correlate positively along with detected correlation in prefrontal cortex
and DMN. However, for subject B, only medial-anterior thalamus that appeared
isolated in a separate RSN correlated positively.
Positive and negative significant correlations between the alpha power and BOLD
signal as revealed by GLM analysis were almost ideally mapped by well-defined
RSNs. Thus, it would be logical to assume that possible alpha generators are as-
sociated not only with locally restricted synchronization of neural assemblies that
gives rise to the BOLD signal but also to synchronization across a single or sev-
eral RSNs. However, based only on the GLM results, we cannot conclude if alpha
rhythm is better explained with FC within single RSNs or between different RSNs,
wherefore we relate to additional correlation results between sliding-window alpha
power and BOLD FC.
Contrary to the GLM analysis that in general showed consistent correlations
across subjects, it was difficult to derive common conclusions from the correlation
analysis between BOLD FC and alpha power. This was partly due to the short
acquisition time (4min) and partly due to the restricted coverage of recorded brain
areas, along with the applied inter-slice gaps. Both effects limited proper identifica-
tion of RSNs as ROIs, upon which correlation analysis is based, whereas the short
acquisition time also restricted the reliability of correlation calculation. To overcome
both limitations, we performed an additional resting state EEG-fMRI recording us-
ing a longer acquisition and larger brain coverage, upon which common conclusions
could be much more easily derived. In general we observed the following trend:
significant (p < 0.01) positive correlations with alpha power were associated with
FC linking different visual networks (including LGN), as well as visual networks
with auditory and (less consistently) sensorimotor cortex. In addition to between
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FC, also FC within visual, auditory and (again less consistently) sensorimotor net-
works appeared to correlate positively with alpha power. However, both within
and between visual network connectivities were more apparent among dorso-ventral
visual networks than among primary and secondary visual cortices. As particu-
larly revealed by subjects B and D, FCs among dorso-ventral visual networks ap-
peared to have weaker correlations with alpha power than FC linking visual networks
with auditory and sensorimotor networks as well as LGN. This suggests that alpha
rhythm could be more directly related to long range cortico-cortical connectivities as
well as cortico-thalamic pathways than short-range cortico-cortical communications
which is concordant with a general view that low-frequency rhythms such as theta
and alpha facilitate long-range communications, whereas the high-frequency gamma
rhythm relates to short-range connections [78].
Although above positive correlations could not be found in any of the three
previous studies analysing BOLD FC - alpha correlations [7, 43, 56], significant neg-
ative correlations were almost fully in line with the results of Scherringa et al. [56]
that investigated only FC between the medial primary visual cortex and other brain
regions. This can be explained by the fact that positive correlations were mostly
associated with FC linking visual networks other than the medial primary visual net-
work whereas negative correlations typically included its involvement. In particular,
we found negative correlations that were associated with FC linking visual networks
with DMN, frontal network and fronto-parietal networks (subject E). In addition,
weak but still significant negative correlations were found for subject E to relate to
FC between medial primary visual cortex and dorso-ventral visual cortices, and for
subject B very weak negative correlations (relating to slightly higher p value than
0.01) could be related to FC between visual networks and medial-anterior thalamus.
By summing up the outcomes from both correlation approaches, we observed
that positive (negative) correlations between BOLD FC and alpha power related
to connections between visual networks and RSNs that appeared to correlate neg-
atively (positively) with the BOLD signal. This finding could lead to a possible
interpretation that for brain regions, associated with positive correlation between
FC and alpha, the activity related to long range cortico-cortical and cortico-thalamic
communications could play a role in alpha generation. Moreover, it could further
modulate local cortical activity (mainly in primary visual network) to anticorre-
late with alpha rhythm as commonly observed through EEG-derived GLM analysis.
However, since our results are based on a small subject population, this interpreta-
tion has a limited reliability. In addition, since long-range FCs appeared to fluctuate
between positive and negative values, the reliability of correlations involving these
FCs should indeed be questioned and calls for further analyses.
Overall, the results arising from this thesis show that simultaneous EEG-fMRI
at 7T has high potential for the study of BOLD correlates at a single-subject level.
In addition to the study of small brain structures such as LGN, we could explore
the variability of results across subjects. Although BOLD signal correlates showed
small variability, subject-specific patterns could be observed for BOLD FC corre-
lates. This e.g. relates to the strong involvement of LGN in alpha generation
observed for subject B, as well as slightly different functional roles observed for
sensorimotor networks. Note however, that the relatively high subject variability
associated with BOLD FC correlates could be due to short data acquisition and
small brain coverage. In order to gain deeper insight into this issue, additional
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recordings should be performed along with the one performed for subject E.
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Conclusion
The thesis presents the use of simultaneous EEG-fMRI at 7T to derive BOLD cor-
relates of the alpha rhythm in resting state at a single-subject level. Although MRI-
induced EEG artefacts showed to increase substantially in both amplitude, as well
as spatial and temporal variability compared to artefacts reported at 1.5 and 3T,
the used gradient and pulse artefact corrections approaches appeared in most cases
successful enough to derive reliable BOLD correlates. Nevertheless, the sensor-based
motion correction approach appeared necessary in order to derive proper correlation
results for two subjects out of five and thus can be recommended as an additional
artefact correction approach. The most representative of posterior alpha oscillations
showed to be best explained using an IC-based regressor with central posterior to-
pography of IC mixing weights, since it appeared less contaminated with residual
artefacts than a channel-based regressor. With the above EEG artefact correction
and alpha power extraction approaches, consistent BOLD signal correlates of alpha
rhythm could be derived for each subject from only a 4min data acquisition, demon-
strating the feasibility of this approach at 7T. However, to properly capture overall
correlation results between BOLD functional connectivity and sliding-window alpha
power, both longer (10min) and faster data sampling, as well as whole-brain cover-
age showed to be beneficial. To conclude, our results suggest that despite the larger
EEG artefacts, the increased functional sensitivity offered at 7T can substantially
contribute to simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies in finding reliable BOLD correlates
of alpha rhythm at a single-subject level and at data acquisitions as short as 10min.
Thus, EEG-fMRI at 7T appears promising for resting-state studies, particularly
when studying the role of finer brain structures or subject-specific features.
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Appendix A
Description of selected methods
General linear model for the analysis of fMRI data
A general linear model (GLM) is a multiple regression analysis that can be
mathematically formulated by [21]
Y = Xβ + . (A.1)
In the case of fMRI data, Y is the measured fMRI signal of one brain voxel of size
n × 1, where n is the number of acquired brain volumes, whereas X is the design
matrix of size n × m that contains m modelled effects refered to regressors, β of
length m is the vector of modelling weights that should be estimated and  of length
n is the vector of random error. The design matrix can contain regressors related
to neural activity of interest, as well as regressors of no interest (confounds) that
can e.g. be physiological noise due to heartbeating and breathing, as well as head
motion. The regressor of interest is typically obtained by convolving the events of
interest (stimuli, epileptic spikes, EEG band-specific power) with a hemodynamic
response function (HRF). Typically, the function is modelled with a difference of
two gamma functions that allow for a small dip after the HRF returns to zero
h(t) =
(
t
d1
)a1
exp
(−(t− d1)
b1
)
− c
(
t
d2
)a2
exp
(−(t− d2)
b2
)
, (A.2)
where di = aibi is the time to peak, and a1 = 6, a2 = 12, b1 = b2 = 0.9 s, and
c = 0.35 [79].
Based on the estimated modelling weights of all brain voxels, T statistics are
calculated by [21]
T =
βˆ√
Var(βˆ)
. (A.3)
T statistics are often transformed to Z statistics and statistical inference is per-
formed by assigning significant Z values to those that exceed a certain threshold
value commonly related to a p value of 0.01–0.05.
Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is an eigenvector-based multivariate anal-
ysis that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations into
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a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. The
transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component accounts
for the largest variance in the data, whereas each succeeding component explains the
largest possible variance under the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding
components. Matematically, it can be described that for a data matrix X of size
n × m (n refers to the number of measured data points and m to the number of
variables, e.g. number of used sensors) PCA aims to find a weight matrix W of size
m×m that maps each variable in X to a new set of m principal component vectors
defined by T according to [80]
T = XW. (A.4)
It turns out that due to the constraint, where each succeeding varible in T should
inherit the largest possible variance of X, the vectors in W are the eigenvectors of
the demeaned data covariance matrix XTX. Thus, alhtough PCA can be performed
through eigenvalue decomposition of XTX, it is typically done through singular
value decomposition of X [81], given by
X = UΣWT, (A.5)
where Σ is an n×m rectangular diagonal matrix of positive values called singluar
values of X, U is an n× n matrix whose columns are orthogonal unit vectors called
left singular vectors of X, and W is the m×m weight matrix with orthogonal unit
vector columns also called right singular vectors of X.
Independent component analysis
Likewise PCA, independent component analysis (ICA) performs a multivari-
ate analysis of a set of observations. However, ICA is based on the assumptions
that source signals are statistically independent of each other and that they have
non-gaussian distributions. ICA aims to maximize the statistical independence of
components through either minimizing their mutual information or maximizing non-
Gaussianity. The infomax-based ICA algorithm that we used is based on the former
and finds components by maximizing entropy, which is based on the probability
density function of the extracted signals in Y by the transform
Y = WX, (A.6)
where W refers to the mixing matrix and X to the data matrix. A more detail
description of the infomax algorithm can be found in [82].
Dvars
Dvars [77] is a measure of how much the intensity of a brain image changes in
comparison to the previous timepoint. It’s calculation is based on RMS intensity
signal change as given by
∆Ii =
√〈
(Ii − Ii−1)2
〉
, (A.7)
where Ii is the image intensity at frame i and angle brackets denote the spatial
average over the whole brain.
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Figure B.1: RSNs identified for subject A using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to the first 15 slices. RSNs are
labeled in accordance with table 2.1.
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Figure B.2: RSNs identified for subject B using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to the first 15 slices. RSNs are
labeled in accordance with table 2.1.
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Figure B.3: RSNs identified for subject C using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to the first 15 slices. RSNs are
labeled in accordance with table 2.1.
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Figure B.4: RSNs identified for subject D using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to the first 15 slices. RSNs are
labeled in accordance with table 2.1.
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Figure B.5: Normalized sliding-window alpha power for channel- and component-
based EEG time courses for subjects A, B and D.
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Figure B.6: Significant correlations (p < 0.01) between sliding-window alpha power
fluctuations for channel- and component-based EEG time courses and FC dynamics
for subjects A, B and D. Between and within ROI FCs are shown whose strength
correlated either positively (red) or negatively (blue) with the amplitude of alpha
power. The strength of correlation is marked with colour transparency.
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Figure B.7: RSNs identified for subject E using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to axial slices from 60 to 99 with a
two-slice gap. RSNs are labeled in accordance with table 2.1. Additionally, the left
and right fronto-parietal networks (FpN-L, FpN-R) were included (continued).
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Figure B.7: RSNs identified for subject E using model-free ICA decomposition. All
ICA maps were thresholded at Z = 2.3 and refer to axial slices from 60 to 99 with a
two-slice gap. RSNs are labeled in accordance with table 2.1. Additionally, the left
and right fronto-parietal networks (FpN-L, FpN-R) were included.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku (Extended abstract in Slovene)
Motivacija in pregled področja
S sočasnim merjenjem z elektroencefalografijo (EEG) in funkcijsko magnetno
resonančnim slikanjem (fMRI) lahko izkoristimo prednosti obeh metod, tj. visoko
časovno ločljivost (boljšo od milisekundnega reda v primerjavi s sekundnim redom
pri fMRI) in neposredno merjenje nevronske aktivnosti z EEG [1]. Četudi fMRI meri
posredno nevronsko aktivnost prek sprememb v metabolizmu in hemodinamiki (zato
govorimo o t.i. signalu BOLD (Blood Oxygen Level Dependent)), ima v primerjavi
z EEG precej boljšo prostorsko ločljivost (milimeterski red) in omogoča zaznavanje
nevronskih izvorov s celotnega območja možganov, vključujoč globlje ležeče mož-
ganske strukture kot sta npr. talamus in hipotalamus. Slabost EEG je predvsem v
tem, da je omejen na nevronske izvore iz možganske skorje. Ker torej lahko z EEG
odlično zaznavamo nevronsko aktivnost, vendar le omejeno lociramo njen izvor, se
sočasni EEG-fMRI ponuja kot odličen pristop za identifikacijo neponovljivih mož-
ganskih aktivnosti kot sta epileptična aktivnost in spontana možganska aktivnost.
Slednja se kaže prek značilnih možganskih ritmov, ki jih je že leta 1924 odkril Hans
Berger [2], vendar je je njihova funkcijska vloga še vedno slabo poznana. Ključen
razlog za to je močno poslabšanje kvalitete signala pri sočasnem EEG-fMRI zaradi
interakcije med obema merskima sistemoma. Postopni razvoj opreme in analize po-
datkov je sicer povečal število raziskav na tem področju, vendar so le-te omejene
na uporabo statičnih magnetnih polj 1,5T in 3T [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Pri tem rezul-
tati predstavljajo povprečje večje skupine merjenih osebkov za doseganje dovoljšnje
funkcijske ločljivosti. Tak pristop omejuje natančno zaznavanje manjših možgan-
skih struktur ter raziskave funkcijskih razlik med možgani posameznikov. Zaradi
tega sem si kot glavni motiv magistrske naloge postavila raziskavo korelacij med
signali fMRI in EEG pri 7T, ki omogoča večjo funkcijsko ločljivost. Osredotočila
sem se na alfa ritem v signalu EEG, za katerega so značilne oscilacije v frekvenčnem
območju od 8Hz do 12Hz in ga opisujemo kot ritem miselno neaktivnih možganov
(za več informacij o možganskih ritmih glej tabelo 1.1).
Sočasni EEG-fMRI za raziskave spontane možganske aktivnosti pri 1,5T in 3T se
vse bolj uveljavlja in s tem tudi različni pristopi analize podatkov in iskanja korelacij
med signali fMRI in EEG. Glede analize podatkov ima ključno vlogo odpravljanje
popačitev EEG signalov, ki nastopijo zaradi interakcije obeh merskih sistemov, pri
kateri se inducira električni tok skozi zaključeno zanko, ki jo tvori posamezna mer-
ska elektroda z referenčno elektrodo in lasiščem kot je prikazano na sliki 1.10 [48].
Daleč največ motenj povzročajo t.i. slikovne oz. gradientne popačitve [48], ki
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lahko presegajo nevronsko aktivnost za dva velikostna reda (glej sliko 1.11). Ta
popačitev je posledica hitrega preklapljanja tokov skozi gradientne tuljave v MRI
sistemu, ki je potrebno za hitro zajemanje MRI slike (več o vlogi gradientnih tul-
jav je predstavljeno v poglavju 1.3.3). Drugi največji prispevek ima t.i. pulzna
oz. balistokardiografska popačitev, ki nastopi v statičnem magnetnem polju zaradi
majhnih premikov glave, povezanih z bitjem srca. Kot je razvidno is slike 1.12, sta
bistvena mehanizma aksialni premik in z njim povezan zasuk glave zaradi momenta
krvnega pretoka pri bitju srca, kot tudi razširitev in skrčenje kapilar na glavi. Zaradi
časovne ponovljivosti tako gradientnih kot tudi pulznih popačitev, se je za njihovo
korekcijo uveljavil pristop, kjer od posamezne popačitve odštejemo povprečni vzorec
popačitve [49] (angl. average artefact subtraction (AAS) algorithm). Tega dobimo
na osnovi povprečevanja večjega števila popačitev kot kaže enačba 1.13. Upošte-
vajoč da je predvsem del pulzne popačitve časovno spremenljiv, se je zanj uveljav-
ila tudi korekcija, kjer od posamezne popačitve odštejemo njene optimalne bazne
komponente [51] (angl. optimal basis subtraction (OBS) algorithm). Te dobimo z
metodo glavnih komponent (angl. principal component analysis (PCA)), ki je ena
najpogosteje uporabljenih multivariacijskih metod poleg metode neodvisnih kompo-
nent (angl. independent component analysis (ICA)). Slednja se je tudi uveljavila za
korekcijo rezidualnih popačitev [43, 54, 55].
Za lociranje izvorov elektrofiziološke aktivnosti (možganskih ritmov, epileptične
aktivnosti, stimulirane možganske aktivnosti) s sočasnim EEG-fMRI, moramo iden-
tificirati točke v fMRI podatkih, kjer signal BOLD signifikantno korelira s sig-
nalom EEG po korekciji popačitev. Za to uporabljamo že precej uveljavljeno anal-
izo GLM [60], pri kateri upoštevamo, da EEG podaja neposredno nevronsko ak-
tivnost, medtem ko so v signalu fMRI izražene hemodinamske spremembe povezane
z nevronsko aktivnostjo. Zaradi tega moramo pred iskanjem korelacij opraviti kon-
volucijo signala EEG z BOLD funkcijo hemodinamskega odziva (glej sliko 1.3) kot
je prikazano na sliki 1.13. Tako opravljene študije korelacij med signali BOLD in
EEG alfa ritmično aktivnostjo so pokazale, da so glavni izvori alfa ritma v zatilnem
(okcipitalnem) režnju možganske skorje oz. natančneje v vidnem delu možganske
skorje ter v vidnem delu talamusa [3, 5, 6, 61, 62]. V nasprotju s pričakovanji,
da je alfa ritem posledica povečane sinhronizacije populacije nevronov v vidnem
delu možganov, so rezultati konsistentno pokazali, da signal BOLD iz vidnega dela
možganov negativno korelira z alfa oscilacijami.
Povečano zanimanje za razumevanje BOLD funkcijskih povezav je do sedaj bilo
povod za iskanje korelacij med BOLD funkcijskimi povezavami in EEG alfa ritmom
pri treh študijah [7, 43, 56]. Zaključki teh raziskav so bili, da bi alfa ritem lahko
generirale tudi povezave med oddaljenimi deli možganov in ne le povečana oz. zman-
jšana sinhronizacija lokalizirane populacije nevronov, kot to interpretirajo raziskave
korelacij med signalom BOLD in EEG. Zanimivi so predvsem rezultati Scheeringe in
sod. [56], ki kažejo, da jakost funkcijske povezljivosti med primarnim vidnim delom
možganske skorje in preostalim okcipitalnim delom korelira negativno z močjo alfa
ritma in pozitivno z jakostjo funkcijske povezljivosti med primarnim vidnim delom
možganske skorje in čelnim (frontalnim) režnjem in delom talamusa, ki je odgovoren
za miselne procese.
Glavni cilj magistrske naloge je analizirati učinkovitost EEG-fMRI pri 7T za
raziskave spontane možganske aktivnosti na nivoju posameznega osebka. Poleg
tega sem želela določiti optimalni pristop analize podatkov in iskanja korelacij med
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signali BOLD in EEG alfa ritmom. V okviru analize podatkov sem posebno po-
zornost posvetila razvoju optimalnega algoritma za korekcijo EEG popačitev pri 7T,
vključujoč korekcijo gradientnih in pulznih popačitev ter popačitev zaradi spontanih
premikov. Korekcija spontanih premikov je nasploh novost pri sočasnem EEG-fMRI
v študijah spontane možganske aktivnosti. Prav tako je novost tudi analiza opti-
malnega pristopa za določitev alfa ritma. Edinstven pristop predlagamo tudi za
določitev korelacij med BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo in alfa ritmom.
Metode
Sočasne 4min meritve EEG-fMRI so bile opravljene na 4 prostovoljcih na inšti-
tutu CIBM, EPFL v Švici. Med meritvijo so bile osebe v mirujočem položaju in niso
opravljaje miselnih procesov. Meritve fMRI so bile izvedene na magnetu tipa Mag-
netom 7T head scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Nemčija), katerega premer odprtine je
680mm. Za zajem signala je bila uporabljena 8-kanalna oddajno/sprejemna radio-
frekvenčna tuljava. Parametri funkcijskega slikanja so bili sledeči: 2D gradient-echo
EPI, zajemanje 25 aksialnih rezin, prostorska ločljivost 1.5× 1.5× 1.5mm3, TR/TE
= 2000/25ms in kot zasuka magnetizacije 78 ◦. Pri tem se TR nanaša na čas za-
jemanja posamezne funkcijske slike glave. Za meritve EEG je bil uporabljen MRI-
kompatibilen sistem z dvema 32-kanalnima ojačevalcema tipa BrainAmp MR Plus
ter EEG kapa s standardno postavitvijo 64 Ag/AgCl elektrod. Hitrost vzorčenja je
bila 5 kHz. Uporabljeni merski sistem je prikazan na sliki 2.1.
Za korekcijo gradientnih in pulznih EEG artefaktov sem uporabila metodo AAS
na nivoju posameznega EEG kanala. Za vsak gradientni artefakt sem povprečni
vzorec popačitve določila s povprečevanjem 30 sosednjih popačitev, medtem ko
sem za korekcijo pulzne popačitve povprečila 30 najbolj podobnih (v smislu ko-
relacijskega koeficienta) popačitev. Slednji pristop se je izkazal učinkovitejši za
korekcijo pulzne popačitve, ki se je v nasprotju z gradientno popačitvijo časovno
spreminjala. Zaradi tega sem za korekcijo pulzne popačitve analizirala tudi us-
pešnost metode OBS, ki se je pri sočasnih EEG-fMRI pri 1,5T in 3T že pokazala
kot uspešna metoda za korekcijo časovno spremenljive pulzne popačitve. Celotna
korekcija popačitev je shematično prikazana na sliki 2.2. Kot je razvidno iz slike 2.1,
so 4 izmed 64 EEG elektrod bile izolirane od lasišča in tako niso merile nevronske
aktivnosti, temveč le inducirane popačitve, tj. gradientne in pulzne popačitve ter
popačitve zaradi spontanih premikov. Z modeliranjem spontanih premikov na pod-
lagi informacij 4 elektrod sem preizkusila dodatno korekcijo popačitev zaradi spon-
tanih premikov. Tak pristop korekcije do sedaj še ni bil uporabljen za meritve
spontane možganske aktivnosti in tako predstavlja novost na področju korekcije
popačitev EEG signalov.
Po korekciji popačitev EEG signalov sem analizirala uspešnost določitve alfa
ritma na podlagi dveh pristopov. Pri prvem sem signal, ki bi najbolje opisal alfa
ritem, generirala na podlagi povprečevanja signala okcipitalnih EEG kanalov, kjer
naj bi alfa ritem izviral. Tak pristop je bil do sedaj v literaturi tipično uporabljen,
medtem ko je le Scheeringa s sod. [56] uporabil metodo ICA. Pri tej signal posamezne
EEG elektrode opišemo kot linearno superpozicijo nekoreliranih in neodvisnih kom-
ponent. V našem primeru smo komponente, ki najbolje opišejo alfa ritem, določila na
podlagi dveh kriterijev: (i) jasno opazljiv maksimum v spektru signala v frekvenčnem
območju alfa ritma (8–12Hz) ter (ii) topografija, ki kaže največji prispevek kom-
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ponente v območju okcipitalnih EEG kanalov (glej sliko 2.3). Ker so nas zanimale
BOLD korelacije z močjo alfa ritma, sem alfa moč nadaljno določila na podlagi
povprečevanja moči v intervalu 2Hz okoli individualno določenega alfa maksimuma.
Časovno odvisno moč signala sem poiskala s pomočjo časovno-frekvenčne dekom-
pozicije, pri kateri sem opravila konvolucijo signala s t.i. valom Morlet (angl. Morlet
wavelet). Prednost take dekompozicije v primerjavi s Fourierjevo transformacijo je,
da omogoča dinamično prilagajanje časovno-frekvenčne ločljivosti moči.
Za določitev korelcij med signalom BOLD in močjo alfa oscilacij sem upora-
bila že uveljavljen pristop, kjer posredno izražene hemodinamske spremembe zaradi
nevronske aktivnosti upoštevamo v konvoluciji signala EEG s funkcijo hemodi-
namskega odziva. S programskim orodjem FEAT sem opravila linearno regresijo
tako posredno določenega EEG signala s signalom BOLD iz vsakega možganskega
slikovnega elementa in poiskala signifikantne korelacije. Poleg posredno določenega
signala EEG sem v regresijski model vkjučila dodatne neodvisne spremenljivke, ki
so omogočile bolj zanesljive korelacije. Te so obsegale konvoluiran signal EEG s
časovnim in disperzijskim odvodom funkcije hemodinamskega odziva, s čimer sem
zajela odstopanja v času nastopa in širini maksimuma hemodinamskega odziva med
osebki. Dodatno sem vključila 6 časovno spremenljivih standardnih parametrov pre-
mikov in parametre večjih premikov, ki jih s standardnimi parametri nisem mogla za-
jeti. Primer matrike, ki prikazuje uporabljene neodvisne spremenljivke za večkratno
linearno regresijo, je prikazana na sliki 2.4.
Kot že prej omenjeno so raziskave korelacij med BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo
in močjo alfa oscilacij redke [7, 43, 56] in tako tudi pristopi za račun korelacij. V
nasprotju s Chang in sod. [7] in Scheeringa in sod. [56], ki so funkcijsko povezljivost
iskali le med omejenim delom možganov, sem se odločila za pristop, ki opiše funkci-
jsko povezljivost celotnih možganov. V ta namen sem funkcijsko povezljivost določila
med t.i. conami spontane aktivnosti (angl. Resting State Network (RSN)). To so
cone/deli možganov, ki se izražajo tako pri spontani kot stimulirani možganski ak-
tivnosti in za katere so značilne jasne razlike v signalu BOLD. Slednje omogoča, da
te cone določimo na nivoju posameznega osebka z metodo ICA, kjer posamezna kom-
ponenta opisuje signal določene cone. S tem pristopom sem lahko določila funkci-
jske povezljivosti brez potrebne transformacije funkcijske slike na anatomsko sliko
in možganski atlas kot v [43], s čimer bi se poslabšala natančnost v zaznavanju
majhnih možganskih struktur zaradi slabše prostorske ločljivosti in zmanjšanega
razmerja signal/šum. Funkcijsko povezljivost sem določila znotraj določene cone
in med conami, tako da sem za določeno časovno okno izračunala povprečni Pear-
sonov korelacijski koeficient (enačba 1.12) med povprečnim signalom ene cone in
signalom vsakega slikovnega elementa iste/druge cone. Funkcijsko povezljivost sem
določila za časovna okna dolžine 30, 40, 50 in 60 s, medtem ko je bil razmik med
posameznimi okni 4 s. Za račun korelacij med BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo in
močjo alfa oscilacij sem signal alfa moči povprečila po enakem časovnem oknu kot
je bil uporabljen pri računu funkcijske povezljivosti.
Rezultati in diskusija
Rezultati so pokazali, da je bila korekcija gradientnih popačitev EEG signalov z
metodo AAS učinkovita, saj so bile rezidualne popačitve majhne (slika 3.1 in 3.2)
in so nastopile le v ne-okcipitalnih EEG kanalih pri harmonikih osnovne frekvence
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zajemanja posameznih rezin. Rezidualne gradientne in pulzne popačitve kot tudi
popačitve zaradi mežikanja oči sem uspešno odstranila z metodo ICA. Pokazalo se je,
da je korekcija pulznih popačitev s povprečnim vzorcem popačitev na osnovi najbolj
podobnih popačitev veliko bolj zmanjšala moč na celotnem frekvenčnem območju
kot korekcija z vzorcem na osnovi sosednjih popačitev (slika 3.6). Slednjo sem
uporabila za nadaljno korekcijo spontanih premikov, ki zahteva enak način korekcije
po vseh EEG kanalih. Kot je razvidno iz slike 3.6, je bila spektralna porazdelitev
moči podobna po korekciji pulznih popačitev z vzorcem na osnovi najbolj podobnih
popačitev in po korekciji pulznih popačitev na osnovi sosednjih popačitev z dodatno
korekcijo spontanih premikov. Iz tega lahko sklepamo, da je največji delež časovno
spremenljive pulzne popačitve posledica spontanih premikov, ki sem jih uspešno
zmanjšala z obema pristopoma korekcije. To dokazujejo tudi rezultati korelacij
med signalom BOLD in močjo alfa oscilacij. Čeprav sta oba pristopa korekcije v
splošnem dala podobne korelacijske rezultate, sem v primerih, ko so spontani premiki
opisali manjši delež moči (3–4% po korekciji gradientnih popačitev za osebka A
in C), opazila boljše delovanje pristopa z dodatno korekcijo spontanih premikov,
medtem ko je bilo ravno obratno v primeru večjih spontanih premikov (kjer so ti
predstavljali 11% delež moči po korekciji gradientnih popačitev za osebek D). V
tem primeru je bila korekcija spontanih premikov najverjetneje preveč intenzivna
oz. je odstranila del nevronske aktivnosti zaradi kontaminacije senzorjev, ki so
merili popačitve inducirane z nevronsko aktivnostjo.
Čeprav je alfa signal v literaturi tipično določen na podlagi povprečnega signala
okcipitalnih EEG kanalov, so rezultati bili bojši, ko je bil alfa signal določen na
podlagi metode ICA. Za vsak osebek sem določila dve komponenti, ki sta imeli
jasno izražen maksimum v alfa frekvenčnem območju. Ena je imela topografijo, ki je
kažala največji prispevek komponente v območju okcipitalnih EEG kanalov, medtem
ko je bil prispevek druge največji v območju primarne vidne možganske cone, kot
je razvidno s slike 3.7. Dejstvo, da je ravno primarni vidni del možganske skorje
domevni izvor alfa ritma in da je v primeru osebkov C in D druga komponenta imela
veliko večji relativni maksimum v alfa območju v primerjavi s prvo komponento,
kaže na to, da je druga komponenta najbolje opisala pravi alfa ritem. To domevo so
potrdili tudi rezultati korelacij signala BOLD z močjo alfa oscilacij (slika 3.13), saj so
bile kosistento pri vseh osebkih opažene signifikantne korelacije v primarnem vidnem
delu možganske skorje in vidnem delu talamusa. V nasprotju s tem sta tako prva
komponenta kot tudi alfa signal določen na podlagi povprečnega signala okcipitalnih
EEG kanalov za osebek B in C dala signifikantne rezultate zunaj primarne vidne
možganske skorje, kar je v nasprotju z rezultati iz literature. Oba signala sta v
splošnem imela podobno spektralno porazdelitev moči in podobne korelcije med
signalom BOLD in močjo alfa oscilacij.
Signifikantne (Z > 1.96) negativne korelacije med signalom BOLD in močjo alfa
oscilacij druge neodvisne komponente sem v skladu z rezultati iz literature [3, 5, 6,
54, 56, 61] zaznala v primarnem delu možganske skorje in vidnem delu talamusa.
Pri nekaterih osebkih sem negativne korelacije zaznala še v območju sekundarnih
vidnih con, slušnem in senzorno-motoričnem delu možganske skorje (slika 3.13).
Signifikantne pozitivne korelacije so bile zaznane v delu talamusa, čelnem delu mož-
ganske skorje (slika 3.15) in t.i. coni DMN v skladu z rezultati v [6]. Vsa ta območja
so povezana s spominom, učenjem in kognitivnimi procesi, zato ni presenetljivo, da
so rezultati pokazali nasprotne korelacijske rezultate kot v območjih, kjer naj bi alfa
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ritem, povezan z miselno nedejavnim stanjem možganov, izviral. Ne glede na to, da
se naši rezultati v večji meri ujemajo z rezultati dobljenimi na podlagi povprečevanja
rezultatov večjega števila osebkov, je kljub temu presenetljivo, da dobimo negativne
korelacije v območju možganov, kjer naj bi alfa ritem izviral. Pričakovali bi, da je
alfa ritem posledica povečane sinhronizacije v nevronski aktivaciji.
Rezultati so pokazali, da je BOLD dinamična funkcijska povezljivost stabilna
od približno 1 do 2min (slika 3.10) in da jo zato najbolje opišemo s 30 s in 40 s
časovnim oknom (slika 3.9). Takšni dolžini časovnega okna sem zato uporabila tudi
za račun korelacij med BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo in močjo alfa oscilacij in
kot signifikantne interpreatirala le tiste, ki so se pri p < 0.01 pojavile pri obeh
oknih. Kot je razvidno iz slik 3.19, 3.22 in 3.23, je bilo težko prepoznati korelacijske
rezultate, ki bi se konsistentno pojavili pri vseh osebkih. To je bilo delno zaradi
razmeroma kratkega časa zajemanja podatkov (4min) in delno zaradi meritve le
dela glave, ki je omejeval natančno identifikacijo con spontane aktivnosti. Dodatni
rezultati, ki so bili pridobljeni z meritvami na novem prostovoljcu s hitrejšim (TR =
1,5 s) in daljšim (10min) zajemanjem podatkov s celotnega območja glave, so bili v
večji meri v skladu s posamičnimi rezultati na osebkih A–D. Na osnovi teh rezulatov
lahko opazimo naslednji trend: signifikantne pozitivne korelacije med BOLD funkci-
jsko povezljivostjo in močjo alfa oscilacij so povezane s conami, kjer so korelacije med
signalom BOLD in močjo alfa oscilacij signifikantno negativne, in obratno. Na os-
novi tega bi lahko potencialno sklepali, da alfa ritem generirajo funkcijske povezave
med prostorsko oddaljenimi conami (npr. povezava med vidnimi conami in čelno
cono), ki obenem posredno vplivajo na lokalne funkcijske povezave v območju vid-
nega dela možganov.
Zaključek
Magistrska naloga predstavlja uporabo sočasnega EEG-fMRI pri 7T v raziskavah
funkcijskih korelacij z alfa ritmom pri spontani možganski aktivnosti na nivoju
posameznega osebka. Rezultati so pokazali, da lahko s predlaganim postopkom
korekcije popačitev EEG signalov in določitvijo alfa signala dobimo konsistentne
korelacije med signalom BOLD in močjo alfa oscilacij pri vseh osebkih na podlagi
razmeroma kratkega časa meritve spontane možganske aktivnosti (4min). V naspro-
tju s tem, je potrebno tako daljše (10min) kot tudi hitrejše zajemanje podatkov,
da lahko interpretiramo rezultate korelacij med BOLD funkcijsko povezljivostjo in
močjo alfa oscilacij, saj so bile velike razlike med osebki najverjetneje posledica
kratkega časa zajemanja podatkov. Zaključimo lahko, da sočasni EEG-fMRI pri 7T
dosega občutno višjo funkcijsko občutljivost kot meritve pri 1,5 in 3T in navkljub
večjim EEG popačitvam omogoča identifikacijo funkcijskih korelacij alfa ritma na
nivoju posameznega osebka; vse to pri časih meritve krajših od 10min. To omogoča,
da bi lahko EEG-fMRI pri 7T uporabili pri raziskavah spontane možganske ak-
tivnosti, kjer je zahtevana interpretacija podatkov na nivoju posameznega osebka,
tj. za raziskave manjših možganskih struktur in individualnih lasnosti.
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